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Eggings put yolk on the face of campus safety
► The past two weeks have
seen several assaults with
eggs on campus.
BRANDON SMITH

news editor

In the last two weeks there have
been at least two cases of harass:
ment reported to the University
police department. It is assumed by
the University that both incidents
may have been racially instigated
due to the verbal harassment used
in one of them, along with the fact
that the victims of both were
African American females.
According to University Police
Chief Lonnie Saxon, the first of the
incidents occurred on Sept. 13, at
roughly 12:05 a.m., just outside of
Brackett Hall. A group of African
American women were walking

home when a green Ford truck
drove by and the person inside
began to throw eggs at the students.
The victims reported that the truck
was full of young white individuals, both male and female. Saxon
said that the area at the time was
not empty, there were other students walking in the area.
The group of women were hit in
the head and body, coating them
and their clothes. Saxon also said
that the students were unable to
read the license plate number of the
truck. Saxon also reported that the
second of these incidents happened
in the Lightsey Bridge apartment
parking lot area on Sept. 23, at 10:45
p.m.
According to the report, a young
African American woman was
walking to her car when she

Sport Marketing
Club introduced
► FanFest kicks off club for
those interested in the
inside world ofsports.
Krusn

DEVLIN

assistant news editor
In a
press conference
University men's basketball
Coach Larry Shyatt will introduce and unveil the logo of a new
professional student organization,
the Sport Marketing Club, on
Wednesday, Oct. 7 at approximately noon on the side lawn of
Sirrine Hall.
This is the first semester for the
organization on campus.
"The Sport Marketing Club is a
newly established organization
created by and for students with a
passion for marketing and sports.
We are a marketing focused organization with a service philosophy tied to creating opportunities
for students in the sport marketing industry. We intend to provide
practical work experience for
members in a fun and enjoyable
environment," states the organization's mission statement.
"To my knowledge it is the first
time an organization of this
nature has existed on this campus,
but I am also unaware of any
sport marketing student organization on any university campus,"
said the organization's faculty
advisor Greg Pickett. This is a very
unique extension of what the

marketing department is doing
academically in the sport marketing area.
The organization currently
has 45 members, including five
officers and a faculty advisor. The
organization is open to all
University students with a strong
interest in sports and marketing.
The majority of current members
are marketing majors with a concentration in sports marketing.
The officers are President
Gerald Tsui, Vice President of
Sales and Marketing Greg Turner,
Vice President of Business
Operations Sara Martinelli, Vice
President of Public Relations
Elena Arecco arid Vice President
of Internal Affairs Kim Boyle.
Meetings are Monday evening
at 6 p.m. in 240 Sirrine Hall.
The immediate planned activities of the organization include
the press conference, creating a
recognizable logo and assisting in
game week activities surrounding
the Thursday night Georgia Tech
game.
The main event of the week,
FanFest, is a festival geared
toward students but also including all football fans. The festival
will be held in Littlejohn
Coliseum a few hours before kick
off. The Sport Marketing Club
will assist the athletic department
in the organization of the activity.
"The festival's aim is to create
SEE SPORTS, PAGE 9

noticed an older model Chevy
Blazer, gray and blue in color. The
driver and her two passengers
began throwing eggs at both the
student and her car.
The student quickly got into her
car and followed the Blazer, trying
to get the plate number off of the
back but it had none.
She eventually caught up to the
vehicle at a stop sign and, rolling
down her window, asked why the
group, a young blond female, a
heavy set male in the passenger seat
and another male in the back, had
done this to her. The driver
answered, "Because you are black."
The student lost the car quickly
thereafter.
Saxon has begun a task force of
sorts to try and solve these two
cases as quickly as possible. Four

University officers have been
assigned to the cases and are in the
process of doing extensive investigation.
Thus far they have questioned
all the female victims in depth and
have the second victim looking
through local high school year
books in an effort to remove these
students from suspicion. The officers have also traveled to the
schools and interviewed local principals, inquiring about any students that may fit the description of
the alleged criminals.
"We need all the assistance we
can get from the Clemson family in
solving this crime," said Saxon.
In a email statement which was
released early this week, Almeda
Jacks, vice president of student
affairs, said "Let there be no misun-
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TELEVISION REVOLUTION: CCNDirector Larry Mayczk and hisstaffhave worked longand hard at improving the Clemson Cable Network.

CAMPUS MEDIA
Clemson's cable network clearly
headedfor the future.
BRANDON SMITH

news editor

UTOOKUS'photo editor

SELLING OUT:The newly formed Sport Marketing Club offers experience in the industry. Officers BillLockey Elena Arecco, Greg Pickett,
SaraMartinelli and Gerald Tsui are involved in the group.

derstanding: We take these incidents very seriously. University
officials, including police and judicial officers, are investigating these
incidents and will impose appropriate punishments. Assault and
vandalism are not pranks: they are
against the law."
At this time, Jacks is uncertain if
the assailants are students or local
people, but she is sure of one thing,
"In my perspective, one incident of
egging or harassment is one to
many." Jacks also stated, "Everyone
here is here for an education,
regardless of race, creed or color."
Jacks said that there have been
other incidents as of late, and
though not specifically egging, they
were as severe. She stated that there
have been a few cases of verbal
SEE EGGS, PAGE 6

I remember way back to my freshman year when I
first came to Clemson, there was a new channel
that came in not so well, yet it showed great
movies and we did not have to pay a dime, so it
seemed like an OK deal.
Now when I flip to channel 10 of any on campus
TV, I am greeted by any number of programs and
movies coming in crystal clear. This is all do to the
hard work of the staff of CCN, the Clemson Cable
Network.
Buried in the basement of Holtzendorf Hall,
Director Larry Mazyck and his crew of just over a
dozen, slave into the night to produce a cable channel for the University. According to Mazyck it is not
all that easy, it seems the leader of this pack spends
the majority of his time working with his fellow TV
hounds, elbow deep in Burly Bear tapes and some of
the hottest movies out.
Does not sound to bad, except that as of now

Mazyck and his staff are not getting paid for their
work.
"Basically we do it out of love for the station," said
Mazyck. "The hard work done through the last few
years is based on the people that work here."
Their love has helped breath new life into the station in the last few years. Originally CCN was a
fuzzy station with scattered programming and little
following, now it has turned into a organized and
quickly growing station with quite a solid following.
"One of the major changes from last year would
be that channel 10 is now crystal clear," said Mazyck.
"Thanks to Northland Cable's technicians and students' phone calls, CCN's signal was cleared up
within a couple of weeks after classes began."
Mazyck explained that the real problem with the
fuzz was that they had only one line feeding into
and out of the station. One line is just not enough.
To try and gain some more interest this year,
Mazyck decided to give the station a nickname.
"The Clemson Cable Network decided to adopt a
SEE CCN, PAGE 6
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Clemson creates special
constituency group to
preserve University's
military heritage
CLEMSON—A group
focused on honoring and preserving Clemson's military heritage has been established by
the University.
The Clemson Corps, as the
constituency group is known, is
open to all interested Clemson
alumni and friend's.
The group is particularly
geared to former members of
the Clemson Cadet Corps, as
the student body was called
when Clemson was a military
school, and to military veterans.
Clemson was founded in
1889 as a military college,
and students were cadets for
the first 65 years of its existence. Today, students enrolled
in ROTC continue to serve in
the Clemson Corps of Cadets.
"Clemson University has a
proud military heritage. More
than 10,000 of our alumni
have distinguished themselves,
and hundreds have given their
lives, in service to their country," said retired Army Lt. Gen.
Gene Blackwell, the Vietnam
and Gulf War veteran who
chairs the Corps' advisory
council. "We can think of no
better way to honor these men
and women than by establishing the Clemson Corps."
A primary aim of the Corps
will be to create new scholarship endowments for the
University's Army and Air Force
ROTC programs. Students in
those programs receive special
leadership training and opportunities for hands-on experience in managing financial,
physical and human resources.
Each program offers a twoyear basic course free of military obligation and an
advanced course leading to a
commission as a military officer.
Approximately 130 students
currently participate in
Clemson's Army ROTC program, while approximately 100
are enrolled in the Air Force
program.
The new Clemson Corps
also will look for opportunities
to institutionalize Clemson's
military history through
enhancements to the existing
Military Heritage Plaza or
development of a "Hall of
Heroes," Blackwell said.

Online voting for
Homecoming Queen
A page designed by
University employee Billy Cook
and student government web
master Matt Lilley, will give students the ability to vote for this
year's Homecoming Queen
online.
According to the Elections
Chairperson Vince Nortcutt,
the page will begin taking
votes Friday, Oct. 2, and will be
closed after the weekend. It is
also rigged to only allow one
hit per student.
The voting page will be
excesable through the student
government homepage located
at: hubcap.clemson.edu/cusg.
Northcutt said that there will
be a blinking icon which will
lead students to the page.
An important thing Nortcutt
adviced of is that on Tuesday
all people that use the web
page will be put into the tigerstripe account. This will more
or less bar them from using
any of the voting booths
throughout the remainder of
the voting period.
In the Spring the page will
be used during the president
and the vice president of the
student body elections.
-Compiled by Kristi Devlin
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Licensing program for University revised
► Debate over royalties for
use of Clemson trademarks
continues.
KRISTI DEVLIN

assistant news editor
Student government, the athletic
department and the Office of
Trademarks and Licensing are currently collaborating their efforts to
draft a written policy concerning
the internal use of University trademarks. The policy has two separate
elements: the 7.5 percent royalty fee
and concrete guidelines for use of
any patented mark, such as the paw
or the University seal.
The policy is in the discussion
and draft stage.
There is currently no written
policy outlining the guidelines for
approval of merchandise or what
groups must pay a 7.5 percent royalty fee.
The Office of Licensing and
Trademarks is responsible for both
decisions. Since there is no current
written policy, each decision is made
on a case by case basis.
. The draft being considered outlines the aspects of using the mark
for internal University organizations.
Hopes are that a completed written policy will be in effect by next
fall.
"The policy that we are currently
drafting has nothing to do with the
external use of the patented marks.
It solely pertains to the use of the
marks from on campus, internal
groups such as fraternities, sororities, other service groups, colleges or
departments, including IPTAY, the
University equipment room or the
University athletic department promotions office," said Tim Match, the
associate athletic director for marketing and public affairs and director of licensing and trademarks.
An on campus licensing program began in 1982 as a result of
increased use of University marks. If
an organization wishes to use one of
the 17 different patented marks,
including the word "Clemson" on
any manufactured item, it must be
approved by the Office of

Trademarks and Licensing, a subdivision of the athletic department.
Those guidelines remain in effect.
The new policy would deal specifically with just the internal use of the
patent.
Currently some organizations
indirectly pay a 7.5 percent royalty
for the use of the mark.
A percentage of the royalty paid
to the University goes into the operating budget of the athletic department.
Technically it is the manufacturer who must pay the royalty based
on the wholesale value of the product, but it can result in a mark up in
prices students pay for products.
The draft recommends that
funded organizations, by definition
those with University accounts, be
exempt from the royalty when
using the merchandise for resale and
as a fund raiser. The logic is that any
profit earned by the sale of
the merchandise will be
recycled back into
the organization's
University
account.
r o r
example,
Central Spirit
is a funded
organization U N I V E
If Central Spirit has a fund
raiser selling t-shirts, according to
the policy under consideration, they
would be exempt from the royalty if
they meet certain conditions.
The first is that any profit go
directly into their University
account, the second that they make
under a certain number of t-shirts
and that the t-shirt design is
University approved.
The maximum number of items
is currently under discussion.
Whether the savings is passed on to
students is up to each individual
organization.
Unfunded organizations will
still be required to pay the royalty if
profit is earned. Exemption may be
considered in the new policy if an
item is created as a promotional
device.
All social fraternities and sororities are considered unfunded orga-

nizations.
A situation allowing an unfunded organization to claim exemption
under the considered policy would
be the sale of an approved t-shirt
created for Sigma Chi's annual philanthropic Derby Days events. The
fraternity would be exempt because
the shirt would be sold as a promoting device yet not earning profit for
the organization.
It is suggested in the policy that
funded and unfunded organizations
be allowed exemption if an item is
sold at cost.
Another organization that is
being considered for exemption of
the royalty is the student government.
"The student government should
be exempt from the fee considering
that any money we collect goes
directly back to the students," said'
Craig Story, student body
vice president.
The second issue the
draft addresses is a policy
outlining uniform
use of the
marks.
"When
people see
the marks
that are a
R S I T * part of the

mercial official, quasi-official, promotional or similar purpose by any
organization, group or activity
without the express approval of the
Board of Trustees."
That statement remains true.
"In order to present a positive,
unified image, Clemson University
must consistently coordinate all its
visual communications," said
President Curris in a letter included
in the guidelines.
"The letter from Dr. Curris is one
of the guides we are trying to work
from when creating the written policy. It's a catalyst behind the draft,"
said Match.
"The purpose of the second element of the policy is to uphold the
integrity of the University," said
Story.

CLEMSON

University's visual identity program, we want them to have a positive reaction. Marks that identify
corporations, athletic teams and
institutions of higher education
often spark emotional reactions. We
want individuals to think of
Clemson as a quality place with
high-caliber students, faculty and
programs. We want industry to
think positively about partnering
with us. Correct and consistent use
of the identity contributes significantly to maintaining the quality
image we want Clemson to project,"
states the Visual Identity and
Licensing Guidelines of the
University that is in the process of
being printed.
In October of 1995, the University
adapted an Image Policy Statement
that stated that "authorized symbols
shall not be used for any noncom-

CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY

AT A PRICE Official Clemson
University logos

STUDENTGOVERNMENTSPEAKS
Have you seen any 35 pound
dumbbells? Are there any towels to
wipe down the Nautilus equipment? Have they fixed the treadmill yet?
These are just a few of the questions that students ask every day
while they are exercising at the
University's Fike Recreation
Center. Unfortunately, these questions are indicative of the poor
condition of our recreation center,
a facility that is in desperate need
of major renovation. However,
before we see any changes in Fike,
it is necessary that the administration pinpoint the renovation as
their top student life-related priority. Also, students need to realize
that an improved recreation facility will cost them more money.
Fike Recreation Center opened
back in 1975. At the time of construction, the University's student
body numbered only 8,500 and
the president of the school did not
plan for the student body to exceed
10,000 students. Since then,
administrators have somewhat
altered their vision. Today, we have
over 19,375 students, faculty and
staff on campus. In 1997 alone,
over 13,000 of these individuals
used Fike. It is also important to
mention that the intended life
span for our recreation center was
only 20-25 years. After 23 years,
heavy use of a facility that was
designed for far fewer students has
created, according to the department of campus recreation, a need
for "significant capital improvements, renovation and expansion."
To this point, the efforts of

employees of Fike Recreation
Center have been admirable. Led

Craig Story
student body
vice president

by James R. Pope, the director of
campus recreation, the employees,
many of whom are students, have
worked countless hours to keep up
with the deteriorating state of the
facility. But the fact is that these
employees are fighting a battle
they cannot win. Overuse combined with the age of the facility as
well as decreasing amounts of
funding to the University from the
South Carolina state legislature
have caused a serious problem that
is beyond repair. Do you want more
dumbbells? Do you want better
treadmills? How about an
Olympic-sized pool? Hard work
from employees or even a few more
thousand dollars from the
University will not provide students with these things. The only
answer to an improved recreation
facility is a major plan for renovation and expansion.
In order to move ahead with the
proposed renovation and expansion of Fike Recreation Center, we,
as students, first need a high level
of commitment from our adminis-

trators. The University's Division
of Student Affairs must provide us
with a commitment to the betterment of Fike by the spring of this,
academic year. This commitment
would include an actual blueprint
of the renovated and expanded
facility in addition to a welldefined source of revenues to pay
for the changes.
In light of today's health conscious society, a good recreation
facility is instrumental in attracting students to the University.
Also, physical health plays a very
important role in maintaining a
well-rounded lifestyle as a student
or even a faculty member or
administrator. If the problems in
our recreation center continue past
the spring without serious consideration, users of Fike will start to
become very unhappy and the
University may begin to lose many
good students, faculty and administrators to other schools with better recreation facilities.
Students need to realize that the
renovation and expansion of Fike
Recreation Center will be very
expensive. Because of the shrinking amounts of funding given to
the University from the state legislature, students will have to pay for
change. For use of a good recreation facility at the University of
South Carolina, for example, students are paying $80 per semester.
Discussions of renovation and
expansion of Fike have centered on
a $50 per semester fee that would
be paid by all full-time students
who attend the University. A portion of this money would also help

to improve the intramural programs. Keep in mind that discussion of this is very preliminary and
that student government would
conduct a student body-wide vote
about recreation fees before making an official recommendation to
the administration.
Currently, members of student
government are hunting for feedback. We need to know what students think about the idea of renovating Fike Recreation Center.
With a stack of responses from
students, we can more easily communicate student sentiments to
our administrators.
So, what do you think about a
Fike fee? Do you agree that Fike is
in desperate need of repair? Are
you willing to pay for change?
TELL US! Please email your
thoughts on this or any other issue
to CUSG@clemson.edu. We would
love to hear from you.
Upcoming Events:
Online voting for Homecoming
Queen, Oct. 2-5
Manual voting for Homecoming
Queen at student government,
Fernow, the Union, P & A Building,
the library, and Schilletter, Oct. 7-8
"Alcohol on a College Campus"
discussion at 8 p.m. in Tillman
Auditorium, Oct. 5 (free admission)
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Study abroad fair to be held on Oct. 8th
► The study abroad program offers international
adventurefor the same
tuition.

students.
"Study abroad is a great way to
enhance your resume, gain a new
perspective on a different culture
and meet new people," explained
Clifton.
The fair will feature an array of
programs that are available to
Clemson students. Some of the programs include Australearn, School
for International Training, Peace
Corp, World Wide Classroom and
one of the most popular, the
American Institute for Foreign
Studies.
According to Clifton, all these
programs offer different countries,
different fields of study and different lengths of time.
Semesters, summer sessions and
academic years are the lengths that
are offered.
Clifton explained that you can
receive class credit or work at a
business to learn new things. For
class credits you can go to a place
that teaches in English or one that
does not.
"Then you can learn a second
language," said Clifton.

WENDY FULLER

staff writer

Imagine traveling to a far away
land to meet new people, learn a
new language, see fabulous places
and actually get class credit for it.
What's the best way to find out
about making this journey? Just
take a trip to the fair.
The study abroad program at
Clemson is holding an informational fair on Thursday, Oct. 8.
The fair is open to all students,
undergraduate and graduate, and
all majors.
Booths, displays and people like
Jeff Clifton will be outside on the
courtyard in front of the student
government office to answer questions.
Clifton, the study abroad program's advisor, coordinates and
promotes overseas programs for

Amanda King was brave
enough to immerse herself in
Spanish in Spain last spring.
King, a senior accounting major,
said she enjoyed the international
experience.
"I think back now and can't
believe I did it, but I would recommend anyone to experience a different country," said King.
King lived with a host family
and gained credit hours while
attending a Spanish speaking university.
"The best thing about this is that
it is affordable," said Clifton. "It'sjust
like paying tuition at Clemson."
Clifton encourages everyone to
attend the informational fair and
learn more about studying in other
countries.
"I would really like to see freshmen attend the fair because it is a
great way to start planning, but also
seniors shouldn't miss out on this
opportunity," Clifton said.
For more information on thefair
or studying abroad, call ]ejf Clifton
at 656-2457.

'photo editor

SPANISH LIVING: Amanda King (right) was one of many University students to study abroad last year.

Zeta Tau Alpha tackles Greek Bowl head on for charity
► This year's Greek Bowl
collected over 4,000 pounds
offood.
HEIDI GRAINEY

staff writer
Last Friday, members of Zeta
Tau Alpha sorority defeated Alpha
Gamma Delta on Bowman Field by
a score of 14-12 to capture this year's
Greek Bowl title.
The Greek Bowl is sponsored by
the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
as part of their philanthropic effort.

This year marks the fifth year
Lambda Chi Alpha has sponsored
the event.
The festivities began on Tuesday
when a pep rally was held in the
fraternity area to jump start the
event.
After the rally the winners of
the Greek Bowl banner contest
were announced.
This year's first place prize went
to Delta Gamma. Zeta Tau Alpha
finished second and Kappa Kappa
Gamma finished third.
The single elimination football

games were held Wednesday and
Thursday.
Friday during semifinal action,
Zeta Tau Alpha defeated Gamma
Phi Beta to advance to the finals.
Alpha Gamma Delta's victory over
Kappa Kappa Gamma earned them
their spot in the finals.
The coaches for the teams representing the sororities were brothers
and associated members of
Lambda Chi Alpha.
Each of the 11 Panhellenic sororities participating in the event
raised money and collected canned

goods for the event. In addition, an
all Greek barbecue was held Friday.
A person could eat at the barbecue
for a donation of one canned good.
Over 300 people attended the barbecue.
"This year's Greek Bowl was the
most successful one ever," said
Lambda Chi Alpha Vice President
of Philanthropy Bryan Sikes. "Over
4,000 pounds of food was donated."
"Every year the players get more
and more enthusiastic about the
event. It showed in the overall participation of the groups, intensity,

and skill level demonstrated during
the games," added Sikes.
The food collected during this
year's event was donated to
Clemson Community Care, a local
food bank geared towards subsidizing food needs for the city of
Clemson and surrounding communities.
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[STAFF EDITORIAL]

Responsibility is a duty for everyone
College is supposed to be the place where we learn to become dents from freely disposing of their trash wherever they have the
adults. It is the final transformation from the sandboxes of child- urge to do so. This University is a beautiful place to go to school, and
hood to the cubicles of maturity. Why, then do some students at students should realize that empty beer cans and paper fast food
our University behave as if they still ride their bicycles with train- wrappers do not add to the image of the school. Perhaps it is too
much of an effort for these students to take their trash to a nearby
ing wheels?
Each weekend, the elevators of residence halls are subject to waste basket. Or maybe it just makes them feel special knowing
countless incidents of abuse. Once, a "use stairs in case of fire" sign they can just toss their junk anywhere they please.
Let's take a look at the downside of not exhibiting responsible
was set on fire in Holmes. Just last weekend the inside of one of the
elevators in Byrnes was completely covered with a mysterious yel- behavior on campus. First, lack of personal responsibility is
destructive to the University's property, such
low powder.
as certain elevators in residence halls. It costs
The elevators have become trashcans after
drinking binges. They have become moving
the University more money to fix these probOur Position
lems, and in turn costs the students more.
Port-a-Johns. Students make it a hobby to
break the light covers in them, and on some
Secondly, it degrades the appearance of the
occasions, they break the actual lights, leaving
campus, providing a major turn-off to high
the elevators in complete darkness. What can
school students touring the University. It
explain these acts of hatred upon our elevagives our school a reputation of having a dirty
tors? Only basic stupidity and lack of maturicampus.
More importantly, practicing irresponsible
ty■
•
The absence of maturity doesn't stop in the
drinking and getting behind the wheel of a
elevators. Some of our University's geniuses
car after consuming alcohol threatens the
believe that anything that belongs to the University also belongs to lives of every student at the University. Just a simple lack of judgethem. They steal couches, chairs and tables from their residence ment could put you behind bars or worse.
hall's study lounges in order to add to the decor of their dorm room.
It is every student's duty to exhibit responsible behavior on the
However, their selfish minds cannot grasp the fact that they are University's campus. It is not too difficult to find a trash can to discosting the University money and depriving other students of their pose of your garbage. And no, an elevator is not a trashcan. Nor is it
right to use these materials.
a toilet. Don't steal University property to decorate your dorm
The heart of many acts of irresponsibility at the University is room. You can probably find better furniture at Wal-Mart and you
the immature use of alcohol. For those that lack maturity, alcohol won't get in trouble for purchasing it. Make an effort not to break
only increases their boldness in doing something stupid. Some peo- things just for kicks on University property That's an art practiced
ple even think it's cute to drink and drive, as if they are smart by three year olds and junior high kids. Use courtesy and politeness
enough to handle a car while under the influence of alcohol. It when encountering fellow students. Most importantly, use your
doesn't seem to concern them that they are severely endangering head when you drink. The rest of the school doesn't want to play
their lives, the lives of others and private property in the Clemson bumper cars with a drunk driver.
area.
Each student at the University can do their part to ensure we live
This University is known for being a beautiful, classic college in a clean and safe campus environment. Fight stupidity. Become a
environment. Unfortunately, that doesn't seem to stop some stu- responsible student today.

Every student
hould be responsi
ble in keeping the
campus beautiful

SPEAKINGOUT
Do you think the student body possesses responsible behavior on campus?

Meetings are held every Sunday at
7 p.m. In Room 904 of the Student
Union.
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced, and should include the
author's name, signature, and phone
number (plus major and class if applicable). They will be checked for authenticity. Letters may be edited for clarity
and grammar.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of THE
TIGER senior staff. In representing the
majority view, the lead editorial may not
represent the individual view of any
particular member.
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On average, the students
possess responsible
behavior. Unfortunately,
it's the few that sometimes make things diffi- •
cult for the majority.
Nicole Collier

animal science
freshman

I think overall the student body is repsonsible
on campus. I think offcampus behavior such as
at parties, in bars, or
social events is where
they get carried away.

I don't think so. 1 think
students should be
responsible for their own
acts. The student government should be responsible for improving student quality life.

Eowyn Metzegen

Juliana Pereira

human resource develp.
sophomore

graphics comm.
junior

For the most part 1 think
that the student body is
pretty responsible while
on-campus. I personally
haven't observed much,
if any, action that I consider irresponsible.
MattHubbeN
English
freshman

1 think as a whole the
Clemson student population is well-mannered.
I've never heard of any
major problems.
Travis Macklin
marketing
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The National Pastime has returned to greatness
The baseball season of 1994
spelled disaster. The strikeshortened season caused us to
miss more than half the season and
America lost interest
in baseball. Not only
had players abandonee! their jobs, but
they had also abandoned their fans,
especially the children, who looked up
to these athletes as
their heroes.
The season of 1998 has repaired
a great deal, if not all of the painful
memories of that fateful year. Of
the events that caused this season
to be called arguably the best year

in 50 years, Mark McGwire and
Sammy Sosa's assault on the home
run mark held by Roger Maris
enlightened and excited us
throughout the
season.
McGwire
John Adam
began
his
onslaught with a
Wickliffe
grand slam on
web editor
Opening Day and
ended with a
grand flourish.
Big Mac smashed two home runs
on his final two swings of the season last Sunday, giving him 70
home runs and leaving baseball
fans with a summer of memories.
"This is a season I will never, ever

forget, and I hope everybody in ulations, Sosa embraced the slugger
baseball never forgets," McGwire in an emotional moment. It was a
told a cheering crowd after the moment that should never be forgame.
gotten and will be inscribed in my
Believe me, Mark, we never will.
mind forever.
Let's not forget Sammy Sosa,
The home run race was not the
though. It can be said that without only great event of this year's basehim, McGwire would have never ball season. The New York Yankees
reached number 70. There were a became the winningest team in
number of occasions when Sosa hit American League history and seca homer and shortly after McGwire ond in major league history in wins.
accomplished the same feat.
Finishing with 114 wins, including
The most touching moment in „ five straight wins to end the season,
baseball, in my opinion, came the Yankees have placed themwhen McGwire hit his 62nd home selves among the greatest Yankee
run. It was a game between the teams of all time.
Cardinals and Cubs, Sosa's team.
The Atlanta Braves also had an
McGwire hit the homer and instead impressive year. There was not a
of simply giving McGwire congrat- day when batters could feel com-

[COMMENTARY]

fortable facing a Brave pitcher.
While the wild card battle in the
American League wasn't terribly
exciting, the opposite is true for the
National League's contest. The
three teams vying for a playoff spot,
the Cubs, Mets and Giants, all took
their race down to the wire.
While baseball has returned
from darker times before, I think
this recovery has possibly become
the greatest of all time.
Baseballs golden era is back.
John Adam Wickliffe is a junior
majoring in computer information
systems. E-mail comments to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

[COMMENTARY

My dream date with Ms. Lewinsky Schools and goober-natorial politics
y slang editorial is explicit, unlike the
overflow in Ken Starr's briefcase. The
White House crisis has enabled
Monica Lewinsky to be the butt of countless
late night talkshow jokes. Conanjay and
Dave have milked Clinton's escapades with
humor that is justifiable, given the president's
actions. But with the Congress' release of
detailed information from the Starr report, it
has been a non-stop attack on the bimbo
Monica Lewinsky, and her stained dress.
Even the Saturday Night Live cashed in on
the humiliation sweepstakes with an animated sketch of Clinton's apology after his
Aug. 17 grand jury appearance. The center of the
artist's humor was
Lewinsky's infamously
stained dress, and of
course the stain was larger
than the dress. But the
most humiliating effort
has to be found on an
eight dollar bill. Lewinsky is on the face of
the bill with a milk mustache. Under her face
is the caption "Got Milk?" I laugh, but I am
not amused, because I wonder if she is
deserving of all the derogatory attention that
is reserved for bimbos.
She was on my mind when I fell asleep
and my dream date with Ms. Lewinsky went
like this: I was walking down a street when
she walked out the door of this small but
very quaint house with a screened-in front
Eorch. She was dressed in white, I guess
ecause of her innocence, and she invited me
in—for some conversation that is. I had a
great time talking with her, learning she was
more than a face and a bimbo. But she struck
me as lonely and wanting to be attached to
something, in need of someone to feel the
same about her. I held her close and before
continuing on my way, promised to return on

another day. When I did, she was gone, but
there was a note left for me. "Dear Love", it
began, but before I could read further, I woke
up to get a glass of milk. Go figure.
What I realized on the date is that
Lewinsky is more than the sex-crazed bimbo
comedians and tabloid media portray her as.
She is more like you and me: a young adult
trying to forge independence and financial
security in this place we call home. Sure she's
made mistakes, but haven't we all? After all,
she was working in Washington and it's hard
to get there, right? Or maybe she was perfect
in Washington among the catty business
politicians and habitual
liars. Or maybe she was the
tool of a right wing conspiracy to trap Clinton since she
saved the dress.
More simply Lewinsky
may have been in love with
Clinton and misinterpreted
their relations as a prelude
to a future. It seems Ms. Lewinsky entered
that individualistic realm of obscurity, the
world, and found what she needed—compassion in a married man.
So ask yourself if Lewinsky is a bimbo or
just a confused young woman who was
attracted to a womanizer, which does happen
every day with lesser repercussions.
Save a few exceptions, Clemson's graduating class of '98 will share the Lewinsky drone
as we step out from under our parents handouts and into a world where bills and taxes
try to dictate where we go. So if any grads
pass Lewinsky on their trek down the streets
of life, searching for their place, tell her I said
hello.
Otis Taylor is a senior majoring
in English. E-mail comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

As South Carolina lurches toward the
final weeks of this year's campaign,
one issue is paramount: how can we
fix our schools?
We might .look to our two gubernatorial
candidates for help, but we won't find it
there. Democrat candidate Jim Hodges
wants to start up a state lottery. He says that
South Carolinians dump $80 million into
Georgia's lottery each year. Hodges claims
that with a lottery we can support our students by offering college scholarships and
buying new classroom equipment.
This sounds good, but it won't work. To
begin with, if we believe
Hodges' $80 mil-toGeorgia claim, then it follows that Georgia's lottery,
upon which Hodges will
presumably base his,
wouldn't work so well
without our money. That
means our lottery will
produce less money than Georgia's does
now. Oops.
While lottery-funded scholarships are a
nice idea, who really benefits? Will these
scholarships send more kids to college or
just pay for those who already go? And do
scholarships help fix our primary and secondary schools? Of course not.
Meanwhile, the best defense against the
lottery that our genius governor David
Beasley can come up with is a claim that
organized crime will suddenly sweep into
the state. Everyone remembers how Georgia
and Virginia were overrun by the mob after
they instituted lotteries.
Instead of developing real solutions, the
gov wants to force all South Carolina teachers to take the Praxis II, an ingenious test
scored in such a way that 50% of any group
that takes it are guaranteed to fail. If

Clemson tests were scored this way, half the
student body would be placed on probation
or expelled every semester. Sounds like a
good way to bring qualified and dedicated
teachers to the state, doesn't it?
Gov. Beasley, if you won't accept a lottery
why don't you stop browbeating the video
poker industry and create a compromise
whereby you agree to live with poker if the
industry agrees to increase the portion of
the proceeds they send to the state? Then
you can pass a law requiring all video poker
receipts to go to education programs. Such a
compromise would make you look like a
true leader, boosting your
image on the national
stage, which is where your
ambitions are.
Matthew
Sen. Hodges, why don't
Smith
you stop lying to the peocolumnist
ple of South Carolina by
telling them a lottery will
solve all their problems?
Your television commercial claims you have
a "detailed plan to-save South Carolina
schools," but you speak of nothing but a lottery. Give us some honesty and work on a
real solution.
Lancaster County school officials reported that since they've instituted a program of
after-school "homework centers," kids'
grades have gone up. Imagine that! You
make an extra effort to actually teach these
kids, and gosh darn it the little dummies
learn something. The folks in Lancaster
have hit upon a deep truth in government:
you can't solve a problem by throwing
money at it. You have to actually get out
there and take action.
Matthew Smith is a senior majoring in
political science. E-mail comments to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Student argues for
right to be lazy
I am writing in response to
Heather Buxton's article on laziness
here at Clemson. This article makes
no point at all. Buxton claims laziness for all students here because
one girl wanted an elevator ride.
In case Buxton didn't notice, we
live in America, which, the last
time I checked was a free country.
If I want to wait five minutes, 10
minutes, or even an hour for an elevator ride up one level, then I can,
and I shouldn't be judged for it.
Sure, I may be at my physical peak
when I turn 20, by why use it all
up now? Why not take the easy
way every once in a while to give
yourself a break? Elevators were
made to give people a rest so they
don't have to climb stairs at all.
Another case Buxton points out
is driving around to find a closer
parking space. There is absolutely
nothing wrong with this. Would
Buxton call it lazy to park in the
front row of an empty parking lot
as well?
In America, we invent conveniences for ourselves to make life
easier. If Buxton doesn't want to

take part, maybe Russia is the place
for her.
Eric Ferrell

general engineering

Upset over column
and soccer coverage
I have one really major complaint and one not so major. The
minor thing first:
You had assistant news editor
Kristi Devlin with an article about
boys, guys, and men. I guess it's a
grid. No a dating grid. Yeah, Johnny
does this and this, so he must be a
guy and I can't date him. Any generalizations about people are bad.
You can't categorize people, and
you should never, ever do it.
That kind of ticked me off, but
what really ticked me off was the
mention of the movie Swingers and
how it exemplified "guys" (or something to that effect).
Did she see the last scene where
Vince Vaughn (the classic "guy") is
making faces at this woman in the
diner who seems to be recipricating
his actions? The main character is
^talking about how he broke the

industry standard call back time.
They get up to leave, and from the
booth she is sitting at, Vince's "baby"
pulls out her own baby that she
was making faces to.
So the final scene of the movie
leaves the "guy" feeling like an idiot
and the main character realizing
that you don't have to be a swinger
to meet a woman. I don't know if
that makes any sense, but that's
what the message of the movie is.
Even though this statement is
going to be shorter, it is the more
important one. I was highly dissapointed to see that the soccer team
wasn't on the front page of the
sports section. I don't know if you
guys put the biggest headlines on
the front page of that section, but if
you do than you missed that one.
Being number one in the country is a big deal, and that should
have been on the front page instead
of the embarassment we here at
Clemson call a football team. I
work in Jervey all the time and just
yesterday someone told me that the
soccer coaching staff was the "best
staff at Clemson."
Rick Robbins

computer science

Send us your letters.
E-mail: letters@tiger.clemson.edu
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CCN plays almost every night.
"I had to face the reality that
FROM PAGE 1
students just like the movies," he
said.
nickname of sorts," said Mazyck.
Though souly funded by the
"The New Tiger 10, we are hoping
University, with the only profit
it will spawn some interest."
coming from the ads they sell,
In the past Mazyck and his
some how Mazyck and his staff
crew have tried many things to
has tripled the profit margin in the
gain a following, but not too many
last few years. Mazyck knows that
really hit it off. There was last
he can do better as far as profits go.
year's Tigerlove,
"One thing
which was used
we don't do and
twice, once in
should do is go
"I had to face the reality
the fall and
out and get
once this past
that students just like the ads," said
February for
Mazyck.
movies"
Valentines Day.
With a staff,
They also are
of this size, he
LARRY MAZYCK
in the process of
is having a
student director of CCN tough time
perfecting their
news show,
managing all
TigerlONews.lt
of the things he
has been on the air in the past but
wants to get accomplished. There
Mazyck would like to see it prois one thing that he can do that is
duced on a more regular basis, airnot so tough.
ing throughout the week. He hopes
"My personal goal is to have the
that with help from The Tiger and ability to walk outside and ask any
WSBF, the University radio station, student what CCN is," said
he can help make Tiger 10 News a
Mazyck. "Without a shadow of a
lot better. He will also have a lot of
doubt, have them know what we
help from the Speech and
are."
Communications Department.
So the next time you watch
One show that has been bringCCN remember what your doing,
ing a lot of positive response to the
there just might be a pop quiz in
CHRIS YATES/scnior staff
station is the new improved, Movie the future.
Will
Durham
and
Kristen
Kelley
take
advantage
of
Free
Laundry
Day
at
the
Dillard
laundromat
Critics the New Addition, with
Thursday afternoon.
hosts Genie Wooten and Ben
Walker.
All in all Mazyck thinks the
station has improved quite a bit.
"I've had people tell me it looks
irirjTtrnrrnTrrf?
100% better," said Mazyck. "In the
long run it [the improvements] didn't impress the freshmen much but
» 1 AND 2 BEDROOMS
everyone else's jaws dropped."
» FULLY FURNISHED
Mazyck thinks that this jaw
» ON-SITE MANAGER
dropping is due more so to the vast
• FREE SHUTTLE BUS
improvements on the ads which
• CENTRAL AIR/HEAT PUMP/ENERGY EFFICIENT LIVING
they run throughout the day. Last
• POOL AND CLUB HOUSE
year, as many may remember, the
AT CLEMSON
► SALES & RENTALS
ads were done in a text format,
MANAGED
BY
HVERBANK
«C«ltTK.
BARBARA
D.
WATT.
Bf.C.
blocky and unprofessional looking.
Mazyck is proud of, what he
25Q ELM ST« T.I MILES FROM CAMPUS
65-4~287c> FQXI 654-2.877
thinks is the most-important
improvement, the photo ads.
The improvement on these is
almost unbelievable, yet it is due to
something so simple as a new computer. This computer can simply
handle the programming needed
to run these types of ads better
then the one from last year.
With all these improvements in
mind, Mazyck is trying to branch
the channel out to do more programming. He is having a little bit
of difficulty due to the amount of
positive feed back he keeps receiving in regards to the movies that

CCN
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abuse of African American students
in the past weeks.
If it is discovered that the criminals are found to be University students, they would have to go through
every channel of punishment, as far
as judicial review, police questioning
and possible expulsion.
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just two gallons of used motor oil to string out
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hold for 24 hours. By collecting over one
million gallons of used oil a year from do-it-
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Engineers deploy "wind trailer" into hurricane
► The device was used to
measure forces inside the
storm that radar cannot.
BRANDON SMITH

news editor

Over the past weekend and the
beginning of this week, four of the
University's students, accompianed
by their adviser, ventured down to
Florida for the inaugural deployment of a "wind trailer" they
invented and built.
The trailer, designed by Ben Poss,
a civil engineering major, was constructed to be used as an accurate
instrument in the investigation of
hurricanes and the internal forces
of the winds within them. He had
additional help from other members at the wind tunnel research
park, from fellow graduate students
and their advisor, Dr. Tim Reinhold.
"This was our first deployment,"
said Reinhold. "We did get about 20
hours of readings."
Clemson was not the sole organization involved in this first expedition. The trip itself was made possible, mostly by an Idaho national
engineering and environmental
research lab.
Clemson was also joined by
Texas Tech and the University of
Alabama in a group which was

organized by the University of
Oklahoma.
"It was a great learning experience," said Poss. "The tower performed perfectly."
The tower, which can be fully
extended in 20 minutes if needed,
was built by Poss, Bob Twilley Ed
Sutt and Brian Michot over a
painstakingly long 12 week
process.
The finished product weighs in
at 5,000 pounds and is made mostly of steel. When extended the top,
the tower reaches to 33 feet. Poss
designed the structure to withstand
winds of 200 miles per hour, yet its
inaugural use saw gusts of up to
only 50-70 mph, according to Poss.
This is only an estimate for right
now
In the coming weeks, though,
Poss and his crew plan on gathering
the information that their tower
has collected to help perfect the use
of the University's wind tunnel
facility.
According to Reinhold, the
tower was also built to be self operational as far as taking readings
during the storm was concerned. It
has the ability to run for 19 hours on
its own battery.
"We've gone to great lengths to
build something that can run on its
own so we can get out of the way of

Withdrawal policy
under debate
► More shelters are
planned for CAT routes and
L.J. Fields plans a premium
night.

around finals. The committee will
be having its reaching out day
today from 9:30-11 a.m. in the
Union.
The Environmental Safety and
Accessibility Committee, headed
BRANDON SMITH
by Jenny Voigt, met concerning the
news editor
'
introduction of a freshmen level
Monday's Student Senate meet- class which would revolve around
ing focused mainly on the with- the topic of drinking and drug use.
drawal policy that is being pro- Voigt said that things looked good
and that they have received a lot of
posed for the University.
The senators unanimously positive feed back from other offipassed a resolution which stated cials.
Jill Edmunds, head of the
their disagreement with University
officials and their proposed with- Housing Committee, reported on
drawal system. As it stands the pol- the possibility of altering one of the
icy which is being debated would Shoeboxes in coming years to an all
only allow for one week in which male hall to accommodate the
students could drop or add a class. growing number of male students
This would allow for three to four at the University.
TheTraffic
visits
to
a
and
Parking
Student's
Committee
Monday,
with Tom Hall
Wednesday or ====^^^^=
isnn the process
Friday classes
and only two visits to their Tuesday of getting more shelters placed
Thursday classes until they had to around campus at CAT stops. One
suggested spot would be across
either drop or add their classes.
After this week, students have from the Union, just outside the
the next seven weeks to drop a class Trustee House.
Zane Whiteley head of the
and receive a W for the class. The
policy would allow for an unlimit- University Services Committee,
ed number of W hours throughout reported on the completion of
the students career. After the eighth numerous loose ends around the
week, the student would only have campus as far as the dinning areas
the option of dropping the class were concerned, including lids that
and receiving an F for the semester. fit the cups in the Canteen and
The senators had very little opening more lines in Harcombe to
debate about the issue itself, but accommodate the crowds. He also
urged one another to vote yes on reported that LJ. Fields will be havthis resolution unanimously to ing a premium night. Anyone interested needs to reserve ahead of
show their unity in this matter.
After a role call vote was called time.
Student Body Vice President
for and four additional amendments were made to the original Craig Story is still working on the
resolution, a role call vote was issue of the seven percent licensing
taken. There were 58 ayes on the fee, but should be done with it soon.
He also announced that online votresolution, and no nays.
The resolution is being sent to ing for the Homecoming Queen
the appropriate departments, and will begin, this weekend and the
the senators hope that they can stop regular voting will take place early
next week.
the passing of this policy.
Kendfa Worley Senate presiThe evening also had the standard committee reports starting dent, briefly discussed the inaugurwith the Academic Affairs al year of a class for freshmen athCommittee and its committee head, letes. The class will be focused on
Jeffrey Davis. Bridget Boyd is in the drinking, drugs and rape, but will
process of looking into teacher ■ also focus on other issues concernevaluations. Aretha Huggins is ing freshmen athletes.
In new business, there will be
looking into the expansion of the
library hours around exam time. As three pieces of new legislation next
for right now. Daniel Hall is open week on which the senators will be
until 2 or 3 a.m. during the weeks voting.

the storm," said Reinhold.
Both individuals were very
happy with the performance of the
unit, though both would have liked
to see a little more contact.
According to Poss, the hurricane

RESERVE

changed course during the night,
after the tower had already been
positioned. This would later lead to
the low readings which are
rumored to have been collected.
Both Poss and Reinhold consider

OFFICERS'

this to be more of a test run than an
all out storm chase, but now that it
has survived, Poss has few doubts
about the performance of his tower.
"Next time we hope to get into
the eye of the storm," said Poss.

TRAINING

CORPS

PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't words
you're likely to see in many course
requirements. Then again, Army ROTC
is unlike any other elective. It's
hands-on excitement. ROTC will
challenge you mentally and physically through intense leadership
training. Training that builds charac-

ter, self-confidence and decision-making
skills. Again, words other courses seldom use. But they're the credits you
need to succeed in life. ROTC is
open to freshmen and sophomores
without obligation and requires
about 4 hours per week. Register
this term for Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, visit Johnstons Hall (next to campus post office)
or call 656-3107

We make
a lot of things

{hair gels/shampoo)
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STUDENTSENATE

fin-Sine skates)
(sports apparei}

(biue jeans)

Especially
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(hiking boots)
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We're BASF, the company that makes the products you buy better. Indigo that makes your blue jeans blue. Light absorbers that help your
sunglasses protect your stare from the glare. Materials that give your tennis shoes more bounce to the ounce. Even the performance plastics
that make your bicycle helmet hard on knocks. From chemicals and pharmaceuticals to fibers and colorants, BASF is with you everywhere you
go. Now, ifs your turn to go places with BASF. We make careers better, too.
Our Professional Development Program (PDP) was created especially for college grads like you. Designed to encourage career exploration,
it also promotes the development of your technical and professional decision making skills. You'll have the opportunity to gain a complete
understanding of BASF and apply your expertise to real-world assignments by completing rotations within the company. We'll be
on campus October 6 in the Hottzendorff Building, Rra 201, 8pm-7:3Qpni to discuss opportunities in the Professional
Development Program for Engineering. Contact your placement office to sign-up for an Interview that will be
held on Octobei 7th and 8th.
Stability. Career growth. High potential. Attractive benefits. BASF offers them all and much more. Visit our web site and find out all about us.
www.basf.com We are an equal opportunity employer.
We make careers better, too.
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Commission makes recommendations for University's future
► Commission advisesfor
female involvement in
IPTAY, higherfaculty standards for College of
Engineering.
CHRIS SCHOON

staff writer

For the last two years, a group of
nearly 300 prominent alumni and
friends of Clemson served on the
Commission on the Future of
Clemson University.
The commission was charged
with the responsibility of preparing and submitting a written report
of recommendations and suggestions to the University.
The commission submitted
their final report to the Trustees on
Sept. 25.
"We asked our alumni and
friends how Clemson University
can best prepare itself for the challenges of the 21st century and position itself as a nationally prominent university," said Clemson
President Constantine Curris.
"Anyone who had hoped the:
commission would provide' a rubber-stamp endorsement of the status quo will be disappointed. While
the Commission had praise for:
many programs at Clemson, its
members did not shy away from
constructive criticism. They did not
hesitate to think big and challenge
us to do the same."
The report identified several
challenges that Clemson will face
in the next century.
These include population
growth, lifelong learning and the
increasingly global society. With
these challenges in mind, the commission made recommendations to
the academic colleges and departments.
The
commission
advised
Clemson to develop a written plan
to increase participation of females
at all levels of IPTAY and to prioritize the recruitment and inclusion
of minorities in IPTAY leadership
roles.
Student-athletes should be
screened carefully to ensure successful matriculation, according to
the report. In addition, graduation
rates and other measures of academic progress should be tracked as
well.
The Clemson experience should
be improved by promoting "new
and diverse legends that foster a
sense of ownership in the Clemson
experience and a greater awareness
of the Clemson story."' Faculty and
staff who enhance the Clemson
experience by making significant
contributions to student development through activities outside the
classroom should be provided
meaningful rewards, according to
the report.
The commission outlined a
housing plan that includes a review

of the validity of the Greek housing
concept and the removal of
Johnstone D, E and F. The Johnstone
A exterior should be made more
presentable by extending the exterior wall of Edgar A. Brown
University Union.
The report also recommends
that future University housing
should be patterned after the
Lightsey
Bridge
or
Holmes/McCabe facilities.
To improve undergraduate education, the commission recommends that the best, brightest and
most talented teachers be involved
in freshman instruction. To this
end, the commission recommends
that a freshman faculty should be
;
formed, comprised of individuals
committed to'collaboration and
innovation.
The College of Engineering and
Science was advised to address and
resolve the issue of faculty compensation levels and the start-up packages required to attract and retain
"world-class" faculty.
, The report recommends using
Purdue University and Georgia
Institute of Technology as benchmark institutions.
The College of Engineering and
Science was also advised to expand
recognition.of faculty for non-monetary accomplishments to demonstrate greater appreciation for
teaching and research contributions.
A common theme among the
commission's dozens of recommendations is to think boldly and have
the courage to try something different while remaining true to the
fundamental purposes for which
Clemson was founded. The commission recognizes that money will
always be an issue, so they advise
that Clemson will need prioritize
and be willing to say no.
"Many recommendations would

am

require significant resources, and
we're constantly grappling with
funding issues," Curris said. "At the
same time, the 21st century isn't

going to wait while we debate
about money. We must make a
compelling case for higher education with the South Carolina

General Assembly and at the same
time increase our focus on private
support and research."

CHEERINGON

ADAM THOMAS/photo editor

Members of the Delta Delta Delta sorority cheer on their teammates duringthe annual Greek Bowl.
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Death Valley Delivery
654-0066
Enjoy Clemson's finest
restaurants from your own home

We Deliver For:
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Arturos
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IP's of Clemson
Tiger Town Tavern
Vintage Cafe
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Duke prof says 'misdemeanor' clause of
Dayton sophomore
jumps fromwindow to Constitution could harm Clinton
avoid write-up
JASON WAGNER

Duke University

BRAD Emm
University of Dayton

(U-WIRE) Dayton, Ohio - A
female sophomore jumped from
her Virginia W. Kettering
Residence Hall second-story window Saturday night.
The woman, who fell 30 feet
from her bedroom window into a
ivy patch, suffered two broken legs,
a broken back and possible head
trauma, according to a public safety
report. She was transported to
Miami Valley Hospital by the
Dayton
Fire
Department
Paramedics, where she arrived in
serious/critical condition. As of
Wednesday night, her condition
had been upgraded to fair.
According to Dr. William
Schuerman, vice president of student development and dean of students, the girl was involved in a
loud party at her VWK suite.
Resident assistants had warned
people in the suite earlier that
evening they were being too loud
and had reminded them of the
alcohol policy.
The RAs returned to the room
around 11:15 p.m., due to more noise.
At that point, they were confronted
by a male, non-UD student in the
room.
Schuerman said the male
became confrontational with the
RA?s, so they decided to call public
safety officers to handle the situation. •
According to the public safety
report, once people in the room
realized officers were being dispatched, several of them ran in various directions.
As everyone ran, the woman
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more excitement and increase
entertainment value on game day,"
said Pickett.
The organization will also work
in cooperation with the Atlantic
Coastal Conference Coordinator,
ESPN and the athletic department
to plan other supplemental activities early in the week leading up to
FanFest.
Tentitive plans for the week
include a presentation by a ESPN
talent on campus on Tuesday, Nov
11.
A visit is also expected from
ESPN Magazine Editor, John
Skipper some time that week.
"I'm excited about the experience and the contacts for students,"
said Pickett.
Some long-term goals for the
organization include establishing
relationships with businesses and
staging events on campus. A venue
for gaining practical experience for
members is found in the organization's aim to establish a strong interaction with the University's club
sports teams.
The organization plans to submit a proposal to all club sport
team presidents in the coming
spring semester. The proposal will
outline the possible relationship

went back to the bedroom and
jumped out of a bay window, falling
to the courtyard below.
Shortly after she hit the ground,
public safety officers arrived to
investigate the party complaint
and found her lying in the ivy
patch.
The officers approached the
woman, who was lying face down,
and attempted to talk with her.
One officer reported that she
was reluctant to talk for fear of getting in trouble, but after he
explained to her the seriousness of
her injuries, she allowed him to
examine her for further injuries.
The officer discovered the
woman had a diminished level of
consciousness and a diminished
level of function in her feet. He also
noted the smell of alcohol on the
woman.
Due to the seriousness of her
injuries and the possibility of a
severe head trauma, the officers
decided to call the DFD.
While DFD was en route, the
officers rolled the woman onto a
backboard and stabilized her neck.
Once DFD arrived, the woman was
transported to MVH where she was
treated for her injuries and given a
CAT scan to determine if she had
suffered-head trauma. Results of
the scan were not released.
Schuerman talked with the
woman?s parents on Tuesday
regarding the incident.
"We wanted to be as supportive
to them as we could," he said. "After
we got the report from the physician and knew she would be okay,
our main concern was with her
classes. We want to try to salvage
what will be left of her semester."

between the organization and the
club sports teams. Assisting in fund
raising, management of sporting
events, and public relations are
among the many possibilities.
The organization would not
charge the clubs a monetary fee but
instead request an exchange of services.
If for example the Sport
Marketing Club were to stage an
event they would ask the clubs that
they have assisted to provide manpower for that event.
"You could call this exchange a
mutually beneficial relationship,"
said President Gerald Tsui. "Both
parties will benefit. The club teams
will get a service and our members
will gain experience."
"This is similar to what would
happen in the business world," said
Vice President of Public Relations
Elena Arecco. "This is the kind of
relationship that, members will
find once they graduate and are
working in the Sport Marketing
fieldSome benefits for members
include business contacts and valuable work experience but current
members agree that they do not
want students to join the organization solely as a resume builder.
"We want students who have a
passion for sports and marketing,"
said Pickett.

(U-WIRE) Durham, N.C - In a
pile of videotapes, photographs
and papers, the evidence presented
by Independent Counsel Kenneth
Starr about President Bill Clinton's
alleged sexual impropriety has
come to overshadow a much smaller document which may ultimately
decide Clinton's fate. As discussion
turns from the details of Clinton's
affair with former White House
intern Monica Lewinsky to how he
should be punished, political
experts are once again poring over
the Constitution, which outlines
the process by which the President
could be removed from office.
"The president, vice president
and all civil officers of the United
States, shall be removed from office
on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or other
high crimes and misdemeanors,"
states Article I, Section IV
Impeachment articles are always
presented in the House of
Representatives with conviction
and removal from office carried out
by the Senate.
But this is almost all the
Constitution says about the issue,
leaving specific grounds for
impeachment open to interpretation. Unsurprisingly, then, both
sides of the current debate now
charge that the issue may be distorted by competing political goals.
Partisan votes allegedly decided
the release of much of the sensitive
Lewinsky-related evidence, and
Clinton's harshest critics come
from the Republican party. But
William Van Alstyne, William and
Thomas Perkins professor of law,
says that the processes of impeachment are not always governed by
political motives.
Instead, he said impeachment
cases depend on specific interpretations of the law. Although he said
the word "misdemeanor'-written in
the 18th century to mean an act
that shames or embarrasses a pub-

lic office- could be applied to the and bribery," Paletz says.
Jefferson Powell, a professor in
Clinton case, Van Alstyne cautioned lawmakers against applying the law and divinity schools, urged
Congress to consider the decision
it without careful consideration.
"I think it's important that the on both a moral and a legal level.
"We all know that the president
Congress not too extravagantly
define the notion of a high misde- has tried to mislead us. Nothing
meanor," he said, "because then it that the Independent Counsel has
done has added to that. It's not by
would be political."
But Van Alstyne said he believes itself a crime," he said. Refusing to
that "high crimes" may prove a pass judgment, Powell maintained
stronger basis for impeachment "There's no law against being a bad
hearings. "There is potential evi- person."
dence that the President did [comLegally, Clinton may also be on
mit] felony offenses such as per- surer footing that his critics claim.
"With respect to the Starr report, I
jury," he noted.
think it's hard
Although
Van
Alstyne ^^^^____> ^^^^_^_ to believe, for
some people,
thinks it likely
that
Clinton "There's no law against
that
the
President did
will prevail and being a bad person."
not
perjure
keep his office,
himself," Powell
he says, "The
JEFFERSON POWELL
country would
professor of law said. But on the
charges
of
be ill-served if =^===
obstruction of
[Congress does]
not authorize hearings of whether justice, Powell said "there doesn't
or not articles of impeachment seem to be a whole lot of evidence
should be presented against the and [there] appears to be contradictory evidence that he got other peoPresident."
David Paletz, professor of politi- ple to lie."
But most experts agree that the
cal science, said wranglings over
the legal definitions are mirrored President would have little chance
by the public's uncertainty about for a successful legal appeal if
the process and its implications. impeachment articles are presentThis uncertainty may play a role in ed and the Senate convicts, a move
that would be unprecedented in
determining poll results.
Based on the political climate, American history.
Van Alstyne noted that if the
Paletz speculated, "At the moment
it looks as if he will not resign, and court reviewed the case after
even if he is impeached, he will Congress had voted to remove
Clinton from office, it could create
probably not be convicted."
The meaning of the word "other" a situation of political chaos
may be critical to interpretations of because presidential succession
the phrase "treason, bribery, or would become unclear. "The
other high crimes and misde- Supreme Court would probably be
meanors," he noted. Does the word reluctant to second-guess the
" imply that "other" impeachable action by Congress" Van Alstyne
offenses include only those on a said.
Powell agreed. "There is a strong
similar scale to treason and
bribery? The question is a legal one, view that a decision by the House to
but the public may have already impeach would be a final decision.
It would surprise me if the courts
made its decision.
"There's an assumption here would review it."
that other means high crimes and
misdemeanors like high treason

WE ARC
HERE...
wherever you are,
whenever you need us!
Interested in picking up an extra class or two? Planning to spend some time in Greenville?
Our University Transfer classes are accepted by four-year colleges and universities
around the country. And at $53 a credit hour for Greenville County residents or
$57 a credit hour for other South Carolina students, we'll help you save money.
We offer flexible options for busy people. Our College on TV telecourses allow you
to "attend" class by watching a videocassette or cable television.
There are no geographical restrictions - three to five trips for orientation and exams
may be the only course requirements that bring you to our campus! We also offer
Fast Track classes, College Online, Weekend College and weekend short session classes.
For more information, visit our website (www.greenvilletech.com).
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Two Western Kentucky
Bureaucrats ban sale of bongwater brew
students escape kidnapper
NATHAN GREEN

University of Montana

MIST WILSON

Western Kentucky University
(U-WIRE) Bowling Green, Ky. Two students were briefly kidnapped Friday night around 10:30
from outside their College Street
apartment by a man demanding
money. Bowling Green Police say
the robbery could be linked to similar instances that have occurred
over the past few months.
Monticello students Virginia
and Mary Booher were loading
their car for a trip home when a
man wearing a ski mask pointed a
gun at them and demanded money.
"I thought he was going to kill
me for $22," said Virginia Booher, a
junior
The money the sisters had wasn't enough for the man. He
demanded they drive him to an
ATM and withdraw more. He told
them he was running from
"America's Most Wanted" and needed the money.
As Mary Booher, a senior, drove
the Geo Tracker from their Carriage
Hill apartment, she said she kept in
mind that many people were on the
patio at Baker Street Cafe.
She threw on her emergency
break at the four-way stop beside
the bar and honked her horn. She
yelled to Virginia, "Baker Street!"
While the man pointed the gun

at Virginia's head, Mary jumped out
of the car, yelling, "He's got a gun!"
and ran inside to call the police.
After a brief moment, Virginia
escaped from the vehicle and joined
her sister inside Baker Street. The
man ran toward campus.
According to the police report, a
man fitting the description the
Boohers gave was picked up by
police at the 500 block of Park
Street shortly after the incident.
The women described a black
man, stocky or muscular build,
about 200 pounds, the police report
read.
When the man was brought in,
"witnesses and victims" could not
identify him, according to the
report.
But both Virginia and Mary say
they were never asked to identify
the suspect, and they haven't been
told anything by police.
Bowling
Green
Police
spokesman Pat Thomas said about
a dozen similar situations have
occurred since July 15. The police
are questioning whether the acts
were committed by one person.
"We're not convinced they're by
the same person," Thomas said.
"There are similarities and dissimilarities."
Thomas said they have talked to
several suspects who fit the reoccurring description.

(U-WIRE) Missoula, Mont. You can't put the Kettlehouse's new
beer in your pipe and smoke it. You
can't plant it in the ground. You
can't trade it for a pair of Phish tickets. And now, the federal bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms
says you can't even drink it.
Olde Bongwater Hemp Porter, a
smooth, creamy beer made by The
Kettlehouse microbrewery has
been getting kind reviews this Fall
from local drinkers.
It was put on tap at the Rhino
bar and dealt to partiers at the
Hempfest.
The Bongwater tie-dyed t-shirts,
which show an overflowing beer
sitting on top of a hemp leaf, have
been a big hit.
But now the fun's over. For a
while, at least.
You see, to produce a new kind
of beer, breweries are supposed to

get the ATF's permission.
Kettlehouse owner Tim O'Leary
thought the stamp of approval was
just a formality. He's made plenty of
wacky-flavored beer over the years
and has never had a problem.
So he never expected to get a call
telling him to stop making the
Bongwater beer. But that's just what
happened.
The ATF said he couldn't make
the beer because it's sending the
wrong message to young people.
They might associate it with marijuana, and that's not cool.
O'Leary said hemp is used for
bird seed, cooking oil, even lollipops. And plenty of breweries
have been making hemp beer.
Hemp is a relative of hops, one of
the basic ingredients in beer, and it's
historically been used as a hops
substitute, O'Leary said, because it
creates a very smooth taste.
The seeds O'Leary used for the
beer were in fact regulated by the
government. They don't contain

THC, the chemical n marijuana
that makes you high.
And the seeds are sterilized so
they can't be planted. O'Leary even
has the papers to prove that the
seeds are legal.
O'Leary will admit that
Bongwater beer is a bit of a marketing ploy.
Microbrewing is a competitive
business, and you do what you can
to get people to drink your beer. But
as for being aimed at youth, he said,
that's ridiculous.
"We were trying to fill a niche,"
he said. "We were trying to get people to try our beer."
O'Leary said he's going to appeal
the ATF's decision. And other breweries that produce hemp beer will
probably take the ATF to court. In
the meantime, O'Leary said he'll be
busy selling the Kettlehouse's new
beer: "Government Censored Olde
Bongwater Hemp Porter." It doesn't
have hemp seeds, but it tastes good
and gives you a buzz.

L00KINGAHEAD

Boston U. student paper loses
$163,000 in lawsuit
SETH CARLSON

Boston University

(U-WIRE) Boston, Mass. - A
Suffolk County Superior Court jury
yesterday ordered The Daily Free
Press to pay a former employee
nearly $163,000, saying the paper
was discriminatory when firing
her in 1994.
After deliberating for about six
hours, jurors ruled that part of the
reason office manager Karen
Miranda was fired was because she
•had cervical cancer Miranda
hugged her lawyer after hearing
the verdict, saying, "Thank you for
everything."
Miranda was awarded $53,900
in wage compensation and
$109,000 for emotional distress. If
the jury finds the Free Press' actions
"outrageous," it could punish the
paper further by awarding Miranda
more damages today.
The Free Press will not stop
printing as a result of the judgement, said editor Gene Johnson, a
College of Communication senior.
Depending on Miranda's final
award, the Free Press may have to
consider declaring bankruptcy. The
company has about $140,000 in
Inspired

cash.
The Free Press is owned by Back
Bay Publishing Company, a nonprofit corporation run by Boston
University students.
Free Press attorney Mike Field
said $109,000 for emotional damages is excessive and that he will
ask the judge to lower the award.
"We think the emotional damages are not justified by the evidence," he said Jurors determined
that Miranda was fired in part, but
not solely, because of her illnessciting what Field described as
"mixed motives" behind her dismissal.
"The jury found that many of
the reasons were not based on discrimination, but some of the reasons given for her dismissal were
discriminatory," he said.
Witnesses for The Daily Free
Press said Miranda was fired
because she gave out free advertising after being told not to, was condescending to staff members and
screamed at advertisers.
The office manager is the paper's
only full-time, paid employee.
Miranda was hired in late May
1994, was diagnosed with cancer in
August and was fired in November.
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CAREER MINDEDrKeHey Snellingand Kathryn Robertson talk with Sprint recruiter Diane Knight at
'98 Career Expo Wednesday.

This may come as a surprise,
but for the price of one of these

M i n

you can fill your apartment with furniture!
Where you work should be
a place that inspires the mind.
Imagine that.
Visit www.EDS-Imagine-IT.com
and ask yourself,

A more productive way of working

14-piece Student Package* - $89/Month
Package includes: Sofa, Chair, Cocktail & End Table, 2 Lamps, Dining Room Table
with 4 Chairs, Chest, Nightstand and Double Bed (can add Desk and Chair for $10)

Aaron Jg&Furniture
146 West Phillips Rd.
Greer. SC 29210
(864) 968-0810
Mondav-Fridav 9 to 6
Saturday 9 "to 5

C7 WMt

c/nspirej
fill

For the price of one over-priced text book you could have an apartment full of furniture.
Aaron Rents offers a special 14-piece student furniture package for one low monthly price.
(No reading required!) We'll even deliver your furniture the next day.

EDS

EDSvSc the F.DS logo are registered metrics of Electronic D:it;i Systems Corporation.
FDS is an equal opportunity employer, m, I. v. d. L998 Electronic Data Systems Corporation. All rights reserved.

With Minim urn three-month lease contract
May not be used with any other coupon.
*Mu.*.t have valid student I.D.
No deposit required.

We'll take an extra

io% Off

This preferred customer_
has been referred by
Apartment community.

on all 6 month contracts AorOTl ^Furniture
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Telephone Directory this SUMMER.
Excellent advertising/sales/ Public
Relations RESUME BOOSTER. Call
College Directory Publishing:80O466-2221x288. Visit our website

HELPWANTED
TEST DRIVE
A CAREER
Your intelligence and
productivity can pay
off in a big, big way.
Northwestern Mutual
Life offers qualified
students an opportunity to test drive a
career in the insurance and financial
services industry. Our
interns can average
$8 to $12 per hour
while gaining valuable
sales and business
experience. Contact
Meri Leidel, NML,
501 E. McBee
Avenue, Suite 201,
Greenville, SC

29601, (864) 2322881, for details.
$1250 FUNDRAISER. Credit
Card fundraiser for student organizations. You've seen other
groups doing it, now it's your
turn. One week is all it takes.
NO gimmicks, NO tricks, NO
obligation. Call for information
today. 1-800-932-0528 x 65.
www.ocmconcepts.com.
INTERNET SALES INTERNSHIPSEARN $$ & GAIN VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling
internet and yellow page advertising in your University's Campus

The Galley
Restaurant
Fine Waterfront Dining
I Great Pay
I Flexible Hours
I Only 12 miles
from campus
> No Sundays
I Evenings Only
NOW HIRING ALL
POSITIONS
Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell,
Anderson
287-3215 or
287-3211
at www.campusdirectory.com.
MAKE EASY MONEY! GO ON
SPRING BREAK FOR FREE!
USA Spring Break offers
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
and Florida packages, and is
currently accepting applications
for campus sales representatives. Call 1-888-SPRING BREAK.
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENTWork in America's National Parks,
Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Competitive wages + bonuses!
Ask us how! Call Outdoor

Employment Resources: 517-

336-4291 Ext. N53811.
Student needed for PT yardwork
in Clemson. Flexible schedule.
$7.50/hour 653-3366.
LIVE IN LUXURY RENT FREE!
Affluent business man in
Greenville seeks live in housekeeper to maintain a standard
of excellence consistent with
the quality of the house. Phone,
utilities & food provided. Must
be non-smoker and very reliable.
CalI Hunter 864-627-4075.
Earn money the fun way, do it
with Student Advantage! Need
motivated, outgoing and business-minded people. Work PT,
gain valuable experience, build
your resume, and have funwhile
earning extra spending money.

Attention: Easy No
Brainer-PART TIME
Students Needed to Pass
Out FREE $10 Phone
Cards. High INCOME
Potential ONLY Limited by
your creativity. FRATS &
sororities-Best FUNDRAISER of ALL TIME. Manager
needed for CLEMSON area.
Call 1.888.624.6326 to
. leave name & number.

FOR ALL
Call Erin: 800-313-1667.
HP Pavillion, 120 MhZ, 32 bit, 16
mb ram, 28.8 bps fax/modem, a
lot of software. Incl. HP 820 cse
color ink jet printer. $1000. Call
Gina @ 653-9966.
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 Ext. A 6691 for
current listings.
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GOV'T FORECLOSED homes
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
Tax, Repo's. REO's. Your Area.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. H

TRAVEL
6691 for current listings.
Spring Break Travel was 1 of 6
small businesses in the US recognized by Better Business
Bureaus for outstanding ethics
in the marketplace! springbreak-

travel.com 1-800-678-6386.
Early Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise! 6 Days
$279! Includes Most Meals!
Awesome Beaches, Nightlife!
Departs from Florida! 1998 BBB
Award Winner! springbreaktrav-

el.com 1-800-678-6386.
Early Specials! Cancun &
Jamaica! 7 Nights Air & Hotel
From $399! Includes Free
Food, Drinks, Parties! 1998
Better Business Bureaus Award
Winner! springbreaktravel.com

1-800-678-6386.
Early Specials! Panama City!
Room With Kitchen $129!
Includes 7 Free Parties!
Daytona $149! New HotspotSouth Beach $129! Cocoa
Beach $149! springbreaktrav-

el.com 1-800-678-6386.
SPRING BREAK 99! Cancun,
Nassau, Jamaica, Mazatlan,
Acapulco, Bahamas Cruise,
Florida, South Padre. Travel
Free and make lots of Cash! Top
reps are offered full-time staff
jobs. Lowest price Guaranteed.
Call
now
for
details!
www.classtravel.com

800/838-6411.
SPRING BREAK-PLAN NOW!
Cancun, Jamaica, Mazatlan, &
S. Padre. Early bird savings until
Oct. 31 st. America's best
prices & packages. Campus
sales reps wanted. Earn free

trips + cash. 1.800.SURFS.UP
www.studentexpress.com.
SPRINGBREAK Cancun, Florida,
Etc. Best Hotels, Parties,
Prices. Book Early and Save!!
Earn Money + Free Trips!
Campus Reps/Organizations
Wanted. Inter-Campus Programs

FORRENT ~~
1-800-327-6013. www.icpt.com.
ROOM FOR RENT! 1 room for
rent with private bath in a 3
bedroom, 3 1/2 bathroom
townhouse in Rose Hill Villas
(off 76 in Clemson). New paint
and carpeting. Five minute
drive to campus. Have the
whole 1st floor to yourself! Only
1 other person lives in the
townhouse (the owner, a graduate student). $340/month.
Please contact Gina @ 6539966. Male or female welcome.
Must rent ASAP!
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED.
OFF CAMPUS TOWNHOUSE.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
$250/M0. 653-6929.
Free Cash Grants! College.
Scholarships.
Business.
Medical bills. Never Repay. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. G-

6691.
SHUTTLE SERVICE. Greenville,
Spartanburg $35 plus $10 ea.
extra person. Atlanta, Charlotte,
Columbia $75 plus $15 ea.
extra person. Call for reservations 646-6061 or 646-8173
personal.
VAN TRANSPORTATION. Parties
and group activities. Call for
reservations 646-6061 or 6468173 personal.
The White Rabbit, voted best
gift shop by readers of The Tiger,
is the source for fun exciting
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ORGANIZATIONS
21-13-25
Hut!!

Congrats to
Alpha
Gamma
Delta
2nd place in
AXA

Greekbowl
Football
And Special
Thanks to
Our Coaches
Todd
Milam

Corey
ADVERTISING
IT SELLS
IT RENTS
IT HIRES
IT INFORMS
BE A PART OF IT ALL
CALL 656-2150 TODAY
AND LET
ADVERTISING WORK
FOR YOU!!!

Follow Coach Shyatt & Coach Davis as #1
^

CLEMSON AREA TRANSIT is
accepting applications for parttime driving positions. We
offer excellent starting pay,
paid CDL training, flexible
hours built around your
University class schedule. This
is an excellent opportunity for
University students!

I

Must have a good driving recor
and have flexible hours. Pick ut
application a Clemson City Hal
CAT is an EEO Employer
M/F/H/V

APPLY NOW!

OPERATED BY THE CITY OF CLEMSON

PARKING LOT P-3
WILL BE CLOSED FOR
TIGERAMA FIREWORKS
ON FRIDAY, OCT 9lH
PARKING IS AVAILABLE IN P-2
(SOUTH OF JERVEY CENTER)

Attention all students, faculty and staff. You can be a part of
"Midnight Madness '98" on Friday, October 16, in Littlejohn
Coliseum. Enter one of six basketball shooting contests or the
dance team competition to be held during the week of Midnight
Madness.
Sign-up in person between_8:30 am - 4:30 pm Monday - Friday
in Room 251 in the Fike Recreation Center. Deadline is 12
noon, Thursday, October 8. All events to be held in Littlejohn
Coliseum. For more information e-mail: seketaj@clemson.edu
* All events are limited to 64 teams/participants and are open to both males and
females. A random drawing will take place for those events with more than 64
entries.
* Each participant can enter 2 events.
* Fike Recreation Rules will be used for 3-on-3 tournament. Limit of 4 players
per team.
* Winners of all contests to receive VIP seating at the home game of their choice.
* Dance team limited to 12 dancers. Each routine can be between 1:00-2:00 minute
* Dance team winners will perform at halftime of Clemson-Iowa State women's
game and Clemson-Maryland men's game on Sunday, January 24,1998.
* Final times and dates of games/contests will be posted at 12 noon on Friday,
October 9, in Room 251 in Fike Recreation Center.
* No entry fee

You could win:
A pair of tickets to the ACC men's or women's basketball tournament,
the seat of your choice for a Clemson home basketball game,
basketball warm-ups, autograph basketball,
t-shirts, plus many other suprises
'7""'
iMMat
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said West. "The number one priority for this team is to reduce the
number of turnovers."
In the game against Wake
Forest, Streeter had solid game if
you choose to omit turnovers. He
completed a touchdown pass, completed over 50 percent of his passes,
and threw for 319 yards in the air.
His success was hindered because
of four interceptions. West is not
alarmed at his quarterback's tendency to turn the ball over because
he feels it is the result of a young
quarterback trying to do too much.
"When it's not there, he's trying
to force it and make something
happen," said West. West also
announced he would allow Streeter
and his backup, redshirt freshman
Woodrow Danzler, to decide the
starting quarterback position this
week in practice, leaving open the
very real possibility of a change in
the Tiger's signal caller this week.
On the other sideline Saturday
will be another team whose fans
are greatly disapointed with their
start. North Carolina features a sporatic offense that like the Tigers' is
led by two quarterbacks who have
split time at the position this season. One choice is Oscar Davenport,
the experienced leader who has
demonstrated success in the past.
The other choice for the Heels is for-

OCTOBER

mer high school standout and true winter, fumbled late in the Stanford
freshman Ronald Curry.
game to ruin UNC's hopes for a
While Tiger fans are intriqued comeback. He also suffered through
by a dawning quarterback contro- an 8-21 passing performance last
versy between Streeter and weekend during Georgia Tech's
Dantzler, UNC loyalists have been trouncing of the Heels, 43-21.
embroiled in a quarterback battle Carolina fans are clearly excited by
since the beginning of spring prac- the promise of this young man, but
tice. On one side is the talented vet- are worried that every time the
eran Davenport. He has led the Socket collapses, Curry will scramle and try to force a play that isn't
Heels, to a pair of bowl victories,
thrown for close
there.
Some
fans would preto 2,000 yards in
fer the security
his career, and
of a proven
recently
put "The performance of their
together a string defense has been an
leader who has
won in the past,
of 154 conseculike Davenport.
tive passes with- absolute shock. They are
An informal
out an intercep- still a very talented
poll taken at
tion. Davenport defensive team. The last
UNC's unoffiis the de-facto
leader of the few weeks they have given
cial home page
still registered
offense and has up some big plays which
support
for
a proven track is very uncharacteristic."
record of sucCurry with 55
percent of the
cess.
TOMMY WEST
Still, UNC
fans eager to see
Head Football Coach
fans
cannot
the freshman
overlook
the
start against
promise of herthe Tigers. A
alded freshman Ronald Curry. key difference between the two
Football pundits were proclaiming quarterbacks, inI West's mind, is
Curry as a future Heisman that Davenport win
will be
De more
Candidate and NFL star before he patient with the ball and wait in
donned his football uniform. Now the pocket longer for a man to get
after two lackluster performances, open, whereas Curry is more apt to
many fans are growing restless for pull the ball down and run up field.
the freshman to live up to his lofty
"I don't know which one we'll
expectation. Curry, who will also see," conceded West at his weekly
play basketball for the Heels in the

press conference on Tuesday
Unfortunately for the Heels, if
they bench Curry, then they are
also sitting down the teams top
rusher. UNC's rushing attack has
been anemic this year and no sign
of help is on the way. Veteran
receivers Na Brown and L.G Stevens
returned this season, but thier effectiveness has been nullified by the
absence of a running game.
If UNC fans are puzzled by the
disappointing performance of their
offense, they must be stupefied at
the horrible performance of the
Heel's defense. Last year UNC's
defense was among the nation's ten
best, and this season the unit has
surrender almost as many points in
three games as the team did all of
last season.
"The performance of their
defense has been an absolute
shock," said West. "They are still a
very talented defensive team. The
last few weeks they have given up
some big plays which is very
uncharacteristic."
Led by All-American corner Dre
Bly this team still boasts one of the
quickest defenses in the country,
although its performance has
declined due to inexperience. UNC
was forced to replace seven starters
on defense from a year ago.. The
game kicks off at 3:30 p.m. on
Saturday and will be regionally
televised by ABC.
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ball."
But the turnovers did not end
there.
In the fourth quarter, the Tigers
began to come back, but their own
miscues cost them again. Clemson
tailback Travis Zachery completed
an eight play, 65-yard drive with a
14-yard touchdown run, and the
Tigers inched closer, trailing Wake
26-13.
But on the Tigers' next possession, Streeter fumbled, his first of
two in the fourth quarter, and Wake
converted with a field goal. The
kick gave the Deacons a 29-13 lead.
At the end of the game, Streeter
had compiled 319 yards passing,
the second most in school history.
But in the end, it was not the yards
that would have any effect on the
game.
It was the seven turnovers, the
most since 1985, that decided the
outcome on Saturday; it was also
the last time the Tigers started a
season 1-3.
In 1985, Clemson finished the season at 6-6. With road games at
Chapel Hill and Tallahassee in the
next three weeks, the Tigers face their
greatest challenge in. recent history.
Tve never quit anything and I
ain't quitting on this football team,"
said West.
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Ye Olde Sandwich Shoppe
&

The Fudge Factory
ALL UNDER ONE ROOF

Judge Keller's Store
A favorite for 99 years!
Jansport
Bookbags

118-124 N. Townville St Seneca, S.C.
Over 100 Sandwiches
Great Salads &
Homemade Soups
Nightly Dinner Specials
Monday - B.B.Q. Ribs
Tuesday - All U Can Eat
Crab Legs
Wednesday - Kids Eat Free
Thursday - Prime Rib
... And Much More!
Serving Your Favorite
Beers & Wine

882-3006

□

h
123

ingles

CLEMSON

S
I
D
E
•

B
Y
•

Homemade Fudge

Champion

T's&
Sweats

Woolrich
Sportswear

* 367 College Ave. 654-6446

£

Serving Mayfield
Ice Cream
- Floats
- Sundaes
- Shakes
- Cones
- Banana Splits

S
We Also Have
I
Sugar Free
D Ice Cream & Fudge!
E

882-9333
Take A Left
At The Ingles
On 123- Go To
Corner Of 4th
Stoplight
HOURS
MON-SAT 11AM-9PM
SUN
11AM-3PM

Ye Olde Sandwich Shoppe
Buy any sandwich, salad, or dinner entree
Get one 1/2 price (equal or lower value)
124 N. Townville St. Seneca
882-3006
Expires 1/99

tarts in Littlejohn Coliseum
October 11th
8:00 pm

First Round of 3 on 3 BasketbairToumament

Monday
9:00 pm
11:00 pm

October 12th
Second Round of 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament
Dunking Contest - Preliminary Round

Tuesday
9:00 pm
10:00 pm

October 13th
Sweet Sixteen Round of 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament
Half-Court Shooting Contest - Preliminary round

Wednesday
9:00 pm
10:00 pm
11:00 pm

October 14th

Quarterfinal Round of 3 of 3 Basketball Tournament
Couch Potato Free Throw Shooting Contest - Preliminary round
3 Point Shooting Contest - Preliminary round

Thursday
October 15th
9:00 pm Dance Competition - Preliminary round
9:30 pm Semi-Final Round of 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament
10:00 pm Hot Shot Shooting Contest - Preliminary round

Friday
October 16th
9:00 pm - 1:00 am
MIDNIGHT MADNESS featuring the best in athletic
competition from Clemson University students, faculty
and staff prior to meeting your 1998-1999 Clemson
men's and women's basketball team.
; I s !\ /

;;:
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ics, fundraising or marketing or
something like that. It's more of a
business-oriented concept, and you
don't see that many people today
moving from say a football coach to
AD."
The road for Robinson began
with a degree in political science
and business in 1968. He worked in
various capacities for Clemson
starting in 1970 and worked his
way up to assistant AD and then
associate AD. The Columbia native
became athletic director in March
of 1985.
"I was an athlete in high school,
and I got involved and interested
later on," said Robinson. "When I
came up, we didn't have very much
administration and I got into it for
the business part because I was a
business manager."
Robinson feels that much of his
job is business-related, and he misses the freedom to go to practices,
travel with teams and handle scholarships he had when he was senior
associate AD.
"The disadvantage of the job is
that you don't deal as much with
the
student-athletes,"
said
Robinson. "I still do some of that,
but all the coaches report to somebody else and the athletes see me,
but I don't get to have as much contact with them as I'd like to have."
Robinson tries to attend as
many athletic events as possible
when he is in town and travel with
teams to their competitions.
Robinson coached the golf team
from 1975 to 1983 and led Clemson

to its first ever ACC title in golf. He
still accompanies the team to many
of its tournaments.
Attendance at the events of
smaller sports such as golf has been
good among the student body.
Programs such as the IPTAY
Collegiate Club have also helped
spark interest among the students.
"That's probably the best thing
we've done," said Robinson of the
club. "It's been good for us. But traditionally, Clemson has been a very
supportive student body in just
about everything that's done athletically."
Robinson is also the athletic
program's biggest internal evaluator. The goals of the program's
teams first include doing well in
conference play, which generally
leads to a berth in the postseason.
The success achieved by the football team in the '80s along with
trips to the upper-level bowls can
realistically happen again despite
scholarships and other limitations,
said Robinson.
"We are given as much support
as anybody in terms of financial
support, scholarships, facilities and
that type of thing," he said. "While
the competition level is greater and
scholarships are down everywhere,
which dilutes the talent somewhat,
some schools are doing it. So if some
schools can do it, everyone can do
it."
The athletic director undergoes
an evaluation with every coach at
the end of the year and rates the

performance based on academics,
discipline, on field performance
recruiting and whether the program is moving up or staying the
same, among other factors. When it
comes to changing coaches, such as
in basketball last year, Robinson
likes to build on what predecessors
have accomplished. However, firing
coaches is a different matter.
"You go through a long process
before you do that. Those are very
difficult. You don't want to do them
because you want to have some
continuity in your program," said
Robinson, who added that the three
schools with the most continuity in
college football are Penn State,
Nebraska and Florida State. "The
president has final decision on hiring coaches. We just make recommendations."
As a member of the NCAA Bowl
Certification and Football Issues
Committee,
the
NCAA
Championships and Competition
Cabinet and all ACC committees,
Robinson has a lot to do with issues
such as jobs for athletes.
"We are held accountable for all
the documentation, making sure
they don't earn more than $2,000, a
normal rate of pay and all that
other stuff," he said. "We are not in a
huge market. Throw in 550 more
people, and some athletes may get
some jobs that would go to a nonathlete and that concerns us a little
bit. But it is an NCAA rule.
"You can't work your first -year,and we are going to make it to

where you must have a 2.5 GPA, you
must request it and the coach must
approve it. We'll monitor it for a
year and see how it goes."
Robinson is also involved in
adding members to the ACC. "That
will always come up," he said. "To
add somebody they would have to
bring a substantial amount of
money to the table or every school
would take a cut in what it gets
from the conference. They would
have to bring in $5-6 million just to
break even. There aren't many
schools that can do that. Maryland
and Virginia have always wanted a
northern partner just like Clemson
and Georgia Tech have a southern
partner in Florida State. A team like
Syracuse could be realistic, but they
do not offer the same programs we
do. The ACC is one of the last playing conferences, which means the
schools play everybody in every
similar sport. Plus, they are in
another conference. They would
have to have a reason to join and we
would have to have a reason to take
them."
Personally, Robinson said he has
enjoyed every one of his 29 years at
Clemson. He says he does not see
himself leaving anytime soon for
another job, and one of the reasons
why is the Clemson community.
"This is just a great place, a true
college town," he said. "You don't
have many places that are true college towns. There is virtually no
poverty, crime, pollution or traffic.
There's a good student body
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because its been very supportive.
"I've been fortunate to live here.
The interesting thing to me is that
when somebody leaves, whether it's
a coach that leaves or a Clemson
student that graduates, they always
want to come back. I think that is a
quality that helps keep faculty and
coaches here."
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think we
|have to look
ourselves in
the mirror,
individually,
and ask ourselves what do
we want.
Do we want a
winning season
or do we want
to have a bad
season?
We have to
answer that
question individually.'
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0» ChrisJones
^ Senior Linebacker
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WEDNEDAY, OCTOBER 7, KQ8
/

Got time fcetween classes?
Come participate in tfiis tee, interactive telecast!

Now Go AwayjM
kA«fcj> UcA«(s. (jriteJ. e*dvi««.

BROKEN PLEDGES

ux**Ao** S2.fi

JW

S§(f)

from
1:00pm -3:00pm
in Tillman Auditorium

firtts ire fiwrt CoJumb*jLSC,«acb wcy bxse<i on
a RT ponhtntfim <*o not Include tax**, which
cm total between $3 and $80. Intl Student ID
may be required Fare* arc v*Bd for departure!
in September and are lubject to chzttfc.
Restrictions apply. Oil for our tow domtttic
fare* and fares to other world wide deraratiom.

Don't forget to order your
Eurallpass!

Council Travel

ii
f *y>

^ |M,

CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange
1-800-2-C0UNCIL
»vu,counciItrsyel.con

CLASSIC

SPONSORED BY THE DIVISION OF STUDENT AMIRS & THE 0FHCE OF GREEK LIFE

Mmt
w(;at fraternities and
sororities must do to sustain
tfieir traditions.

wi>atUiajit

HOWGM

Call Matt @
885-0036 for an
appointment.

fepidcolleae.

Asfe ffl& attempts to answer questions snrroHM
BI4 Greefeom.
Seefo W uwrnw a retrospects v\w of
it^at it means to fee in a BW Gre^-letter
organization.

&

w(/at'sWroftj
memfeersjripis
weduYjtpe

7:00 pm in
Tillman Auditorium
Explores tfc positi/e and nzfirw
experiences 0 rafoementinfetorJy
BW GreeMetter organizations.

PHOTOGRAPHY,INC

Has positions
available for
Photographers. Must
have own
transportation and
outgoing personality.
Job is perfect for
individuals looking
for suplemental,
income without
extensive time input.
Serious inquiries
only.

"GREEKS
BEARING GIFTS"

HowGree^raanizationscan
retnrn to refaanee and
pominence on coffee
campuses.

Presented BY Ralp^Metcaff from
Mile Tennessee State
University
SPONSORED BY THE OFFICE OF GREEK LIFE

PAID FOR BY THE STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE
fl
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Soccer teams take down opponents one by one
^■Both squads are set to host
multiple games this weekend.
SARAH MOLL

assistant sports editor
The fourth-ranked Clemson
men's soccer team defeated NC
State University last Sunday, 3-1.
The Tigers played in front of a
crowd of over 3,000 on a beautiful
Sunday afternoon. It was the largest
crowd so far this season.
With this win, Clemson
improves its record to 7-1 overall,
and 2-1 in the ACC. NC State falls to
1-6 overall and 0-2 in league play.
"This was a good overall victory
for us," commented Head Coach
Trevor Adair. NC State scored first
with 16:54 gone in the match. Tony
Malcolm scored the Wolfpack's
only goal of the day and was assisted by Jeremy Ballenger. Clemson
scored two goals within five minutes.
The first goal was the result of a
great combination play at the 22:06
mark. Jeremy Iwaszkowiec passed
the ball to Mark Lisi and on a give
and go and Lisi led him with a shot
inside the box. This was
Iwaszkowiec's second goal of the
season.
On Clemson's second goal, Ross
Goodacre crossed the ball to Wojtek
Krakowiac, who volleyed the pass
into the back of the net. This was
Krakowiac's eigth goal of the season.
"This was a beautifully executed

goal," said Adair. At the half,
Clemson was leading 2-1 The team
then came out more aggresively
and controlled play in the second
half.
A hand ball violation was called
on an NC State defender in the box.
The Tigers took a 3-1 lead as Lisi
converted on the penalty kick.
"After the half, we really pressed
the issue and played well defensively," said Adair. Overall the Tigers
outshot the Wolfpack 10-4.
Clemson also had 12 corner kicks
compared to NC State's three. Josh
Campbell had one save for the
Tigers in Sunday's contest.
The team will play host to the
Clemson-Adidas Invitational on
Friday and Sunday. Clemson,
Furman, New Hampshire and CalPoly will be the participants.
"We are right in the thick of
things right now in the ACC race.
We just have to keep winning,"
commented Adair after Sunday's
victory.
The Clemson women's soccer
team defeated Florida State 2-1 last
Sunday in Tallahassee behind
"We created a lot of good
chances and played well for most of
the 90 minutes," said Head Coach
Tracy Leone.
"We are playing well. I think we
are starting to find a rhythm and
settle into some things that we like
to do with this group."
Though the team played well for
90 minutes, it was the beginning of
each half that ultimately proved to
be the difference. Jenny Crawford

scored an uncontested goal with
just three minutes played in the first
half, and Nancy Augustyniak
scored after just one minute of play
in the second half.
Overall, the Lady Tigers dominated, evidenced by their 21-4
advantage in shots taken. Leone is
satisfied with the team after bouncing back from three straight losses
earlier in the season.
"We are about where we expected," said Leone. "We certainly
would have liked to come out with
a better result in the Nebraska
weekend, but that's part of the
tough road to get to the top."
Leone feels the team has shown
the flexibility necessary to continue to improve and build on last season's finish.
"We can play a lot of different
ways," said Leone. "Playing Friday
and Sunday, we have to be able to
play different styles. We're really
starting to get kind of a rotation in
terms of players. We just have to
keep reminding ourselves to take
one game at a time to try and get to
where we want to get to."
Next up for the team is the ACCSEC Challenge it will host this
weekend. The team plays LSU at 6
p.m. on Friday and Kentucky at 7
p.m. on Saturday. The Lady Tigers
are now ranked 12th according to
the latest NSCAA poll.
"Certainly, we'd like to go out
and win our own tournament," said
Leone. "We want to come out with a
win in both games as well as two
good 90-minute performances,

SYATES/senior staff

FOOTWORK: Jeremy Iwaszkowiec lines up his shot during Sunday's game
as NC State'sjeremy Ballenger defends.
which we've gone back and forth on
during the season so far.
"Sometimes we've started out

well and other time we haven't.
That is something we need to try
and do this weekend."

\fyfest holds back from announcing starting quarterback
► Redshirtfreshman
Woody Dantzler may he the
answer to Tigers low streak.
Louis

GARMENDU

sports editor

Desperate times call for desperate measures, and although Head
Coach Tommy West is not describing his football team's situation
quite that way, it is clear he is feeling
the pressure of the Tigers' 1-3 start.
"It's obvious what I'm getting out
of this one," said West. "If you look
on the side of my head, there's a
bunch more gray hairs. This [season] has been the hardest."
Faced with the reality of 15
turnovers in the last three games,
West is considering changing starting quarterbacks. Current starter
Brandon Streeter became only the
second Clemson quarterback to
throw for over 300 yards in one
game against Wake Forest, but he
committed six turnovers, including
a fumbled snap on a critical third
and one late in the game.
"That's one thing I haven't done

and what I'm not going to do is
blame players. I'm not trying to
point a finger at our quarterback,"
explained West. "It's not just our
quarterback—we've had problems
offensively. But sometimes you
need a spark, something to lift you."
That spark may come in the
form of redshirt freshman Woody
Dantzler. Dantzler, who entered
preseason camp as the third-string
quarterback, received his most
extensive playing time of the season against Wake Forest. West feels
Dantzler can now run the entire
offense instead of the limited package he had been running earlier in
the season.
"That was extremely- difficult,
much more difficult than I anticipated," said West. "Now, we've put
more pressure on Woody to come to
our package and he has made a lot
of progress."
West said he will not name the
starter until he meets with both
players Friday night. A similar situation occurred two year ago when
the team traveled to Chapel Hill.
The Tar Heels waited to announce
Chris Keldorf the starter over Oscar

Davenport until gameday.
"I don't want to announce a
starting quarterback [this week]. I
think that will be to our advantage
not to," said West. "That can leave
some speculation as to what you
are going to see as a defensive coordinator."
The possible move could be one
of the last for West to save the sea-

son. There have been many rumblings among the students and fans
that about the future of both the
team and the coach. West
addressed the situation after the
loss to Wake Forest.
"I know those are going to be the
questions," said West. "If you're asking me that, you're asking the
wrong guy. I don't make that deci-

sion. I didn't hire me, and I'm not the
guy that would get rid of me.
"You can throw the towel in, I
guess, if you want to. But I've said
before that that is not me, that's not
my personality, That's not what I'm
made of and that's not going to happen. We're going to continue to
work and improve our football
team."
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The Road to
Midnight
Madness
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3 ON 3 CONTEST
Governed by Fike Recreation Rules

3 POINT SHOOTING CONTEST
5 shots in preliminary round.
15 shots and money ball in the semi-finals and final round

COUCH POTATO FREE THROW CONTEST

Degrees Offered in
Occupational & Physical Therapy

10 shots in preliminary and final rounds

HOT SHOT SHOOTING CONTEST
5 shots in preliminary and final rounds.

HALF COURT CONTEST

Information Session in Charlotte!

2 shots in preliminary rounds and 3 shots in final round on Friday

Saturday, October 17th, Starting at 9 AM
Join us to learn more about our entry-level, first professional Master
of Occupational Therapy and Master of Physical Therapy degree
programs. The Program Directors will also interview prospective
candidates on Saturday. Interview appointments may be scheduled
when you call. All interested parties are welcome to attend.
RSVP with the Admissions/Registrar's Office at 1-800-241-1027!
Reception Site: Charlotte Marriott Executive Park
5700 Westpark Drive, Charlotte, North Carolina, (704) 527-9650

UNIVERSITY OF ST. AUGUSTINE
The University is located on Florida's northeast coast in historic St Augustine, Florida.

WEB SITE:

www.usa.edu

E-MAIL:

DUNKING CONTEST
2 dunks in preliminary rounds and 3 dunks in final round on Friday

DANCE COMPETITION
Limited to 12 dancers. Each routine must be between 1:00-2:00 minutes.
=»

I WANNA BE ON SPORTSCENTER DRESS CONTEST
Enter by yourself or as a group (limit of 10 people). Two winners

LITTLEJOHN LOONIE BANNER CONTEST
All banners must be in good taste. The three categories you can enter are:
Best use of the Tiger Paw
Best slogan for the 1998-1999 season
Best definition of a Littlejohn Loonie fan

info@usa.edu

MMBMfcafcfc,.
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Women win over weekend
► Stern and Frost lead Lady
Tigers to two ACC wins,
defeating FSU and NC State.
Louis

GARMENDIA

sports editor

ADAM THOMAS'photo editor

SET UP: Teamwork is a big part of the game for the Lady Tigers

This weekend, the Clemson volleyball team played in its first two
Atlantic Coast Conference games.
After an easy win Friday night and
an exhausting five game victory
over Florida State, the Tigers bettered their season record to 8-3
overall and began conference play
with a 2-0 start.
NC State posed little threat to
Clemson, losing in three games, 159,15-8,15-9, and falling to a record
of 10-3. Clemson dominated with
their strong numbers. Alison Coday
finished the game with 16 kills, two
aces, seven digs and a hitting percentage of .565. Skye Frost was also
a major contributing factor in the
contest, coming away with 10 digs,
11 kills, and a hitting percentage of
.360. Cinsy Stern added 15 kills to

the siege. Setter Melissa Kudelka
had 43 assists. As a team, Clemson
hit for .301 and had six blocks.
Clemson came into Saturday's
game versus Florida State with the
momentum from the previous
night's victory.
The Seminoles came into the
match ranked number one in the
region, with the Tigers ranked second in the region poll. The first
game belonged to Clemson who
came onto the floor, in front of a
packed house of over 1,000 and
overpowered FSU, winning the first
game 15-5 and the second game 1513. At one point in the opening
game, Clemson went on an 11-0
run.
"To Florida State's credit, they
are missing one of their top middle
hitters," said Coach Jolene Jordan
Hoover. "She went down with an
ankle injury during the Florida
match. In game one you saw a
Florida State team that wasn't quite
sure of its new line up and was second guessing themselves..As they
got more comfortable, then they

were able to play better." FSU adjusted themselves and creeped back
into the match, winning the third
game 6-15, and held on to take the
fourth 15-17. After 13 service errors
in the fourth game, it was time for
the Tigers to step up. Behind Stern
and Frost, the team fought back and
regained some of their initial intensity, winning 15-13.
"Good and exhausting, it was a
great match," commented Hoover.
"They are both very strong, very
physical, very tough teams. It was
just a battle. Anytime someone
would get a lead, the other team
would creep up on them and you
couldn't relax at all." Entering the
game, FSU was ranked 19th while
Clemson was ranked 31st.
Clemson knocking off FSU was
a great turn for the team. Clemson
faces six straight ACC games, the
next of which is Tuesday against
UNC at home. "North Carolina is a
very, very tough team. They just
beat Georgia Tech at Georgia Tech.
We're going to have a battle on our
hands," predicted Hoover.

Football team just can't help themselves
► Rumble in Death Valley
has been replaced by a
squeak.
Louis

GARMENDIA

sports editor

Clemson was once again unable
to put together a stable offensive
game in the Tigers' 29-19 loss at the
hands of the Wake Forest Demon
Deacons Saturday afternoon.
Turnovers and penalties once again
played a key role in keeping the
Tigers from gaining their first ACC
victory of the season and pretty
much emptying the announced
crowd of 65,000 by the middle of
the third quarter.
Whenever the Tigers seemed to
have a chance to get back in the
game, they would shoot themselves
in the foot. The offense finished the
game turning the ball over seven
times. Three of these turnovers
came in the fourth quarter as the
Tigers were attempting to get back
in the game.
"You can't expect to turn the ball
over that many times and win the

game," said quarterback Woody
Dantzler. It was another miserable
performance for the Clemson
offense on Saturday despite a quick
start.
Clemson quarterback Brandon
Streeter connected with wide-open
Clemson wide receiver Rod
Gardner on the Tigers' first offensive play for a gain of 63 yards. The
Tigers were able to score on the next
play when fullback Terry
Witherspoon rumbled into the end
zone.
But this was all the substantial
offense the Tigers were able to
muster in the first half and pretty
much through the third quarter.
Brandon Streeter was able to throw
for 319 yards on while completing
18 of 32 attempts. Unfortunately,
Streeter also connected on four of
his passes with Wake Forest
defenders.
"There were just way too many
turnovers by me," said Streeter.. "It's
frustrating. We're trying so hard
and it it's just not working out.
There are no excuses at all."
Many of the completions came

late in the second half when the
Demon Deacons defense switched
into the prevent defense. Streeter
also fumbled the ball twice while
being sacked four times by the
Demon Deacons defense, once
when the Tigers were inside the
Wake 20-yard line and down by
only 10 points.
"Every time we give ourselves a
chance, we do something to take
ourselves out of it," said Head
Coach Tommy West. "I think our
defense kept us in it in the first half
by getting some turnovers and our
offense took us out of it in the second half with the turnovers there."
Once again the Clemson rush
offense was ineffective than the
pass offense. Clemson was only
able to manage 56 yards on 26 carries. In the second half, the coaches
seemed to ditch the running game
as the Tiger offense mainly lined up
in four wideout shotgun sets.
"We anticipated coming in that
we'd throw the ball and that's what
we'd have to do," explained West
about the lack of running game.
The most productive runner for the

CLEAR A PATH: Robert Carswell and Domorco Cox move to block Morgan
Kane's rush in Saturday's game against Wake Forest.
Tigers was tailback Travis Zachary
who was able to gain 49 yards on 9
carries. Twenty-one of Zachary's
yards came on one run, which was
the Tigers' longest from scrimmage
of the game.
The Tiger offense next will have
to go against a North Carolina
defense that gave up 43 points in a

loss to Georgia Tech Saturday night.
"Now is the time when they
need somebody," said West. "When
it's going good, they don't need ya.
Now is when they need you. It's eating at my guts and their guts and
everybody else's. If you're going to
lead, you better be able to lead
when it gets tough."

Cubs and Braves: A match made in heaven?
Uh oh. This is not the team
the Braves want to face. Not
now. Not in October. By the
time this is printed, two games
will have been played in the first
round of the playoffs. Maybe the
Braves will put the Cubs away in
three straight. Maybe it will be an
easy ride to the World Series for
the Braves.
But anyone who has watched
either of these teams play all year
long would beg to differ. And
anyone who has followed the
Braves in the post season in the
last decade is probably getting
that familiar queezy feeling in
their stomachs.
It's not the Braves fault, in a
way. If you look at records, they're
the best team in the National
League. They've earned home field
advantage. But they are once
again pinned up against a scrappy,
give-it-all-you-got team that plays
with heart. The Florida Marlins
played that role a year ago.
Before that, it was the
Philadelphia Phillies who spoiled
the Braves' playoff party. This
year, it's a team that bears a close
resemblance to both Florida and
Philadelphia. A team with a good
mix of young players, veterans,
all-stars and overachievers.
The Chicago Cubs have noth-

game with a swing of the bat:
ing to lose. The Braves' have lofty
expectations to fulfill. It's a match sound familiar?
made in heaven for anyone who
Joe Carter sent the 1993
Phillies team home with a home
likes to cheer for the underdog,
run in the ninth inning - the
but it almost didn't happen.
On Monday night, the Cubs
same Phillies who upset those
battled the San Francisco Giants
Braves. Like the Phillies before
in an all-or-nothing one-game
them, the Cubs decided to go
playoff at Wrigley Field. Heading
with what was working all season long.
into the ninth
Although he
inning, the Cubs
had obviously
held a 5-0 lead,
but the Giants'
Ryan Lawrence lost some zip
first four batters
from his fastsenior staff
ball, Rod Beck
reached base,
writer
stayed in the
and two runs
came in. With
game. Behind
him at second
no one out,
base stood
Barry Bonds
Mickey Morandini, who had to be
stepped to the plate. Sac fly to
right. The entire stadium breathes thinking of his old pal, ex-Phillies'
teammate Mitch Williams, who
a little more easily.
Cubs' manager Jim Riggleman
was in a scarily similar situation
five years ago.
then goes to the bullpen, calling
But, unlike Williams, Beck got
in Rod Beck. After forcing Jeff
the job done, forcing Carter to a
Kent into a fielders' choice, Beck
weak pop fly and sending the
only needs one more out to send
Cubs to the post season in the
the Cubbies to Atlanta. But it
same pitch. One pitch. One swing.
wasn't going to be easy. Joe Carter
This time the pitcher beat Carter.
stepped to the plate, in what
Wrigley went crazy as their
could be his last bat in his hisCubs celebrated on the field.
toric major league career.
Sammy Sosa got his wish. No, not
I sure know what was going
through my mind when I realized a home run crown, but a chance
to play in the playoffs. Sosa will
what might happen. Joe Carter at
be one of the guys who should
the plate, a chance to change the

give the Braves fits. In six games,
Sosa has three home runs against
that almighty Braves pitching
staff.
But it won't just be Sammy.
When it comes to a team like the
Cubs, every single player makes a
difference. The Marlins may have
had Gary Sheffield and Moises
Alou, but they also had Craig
Counsell and Edgar Renteria.
And the 1993 Phillies had a few
all-stars, but it seemed like a different player stepped up each
time to get the job done.
The Cubs are the same way.
Sosa and Mark Grace are the
heart of the team, but don't think
they are all the Cubs have. Brant
Brown, Gary Gaetti and Matt
Mieske. They're not exactly
household names. They are a
rookie looking to make up for a
miscue, a veteran hanging on for
another chance, and a role player
happy with his place on the
bench. It's these kinds of guys
who just might make a difference.
You see, it's not always the
most talented team that wins. It's
the team that rises to the occasion.
Hall-of-Famer Joe Morgan
said it best on Monday night. He
was talking about Morandini and
the 1993 Phillies, a team that "was

probably the third best team in
the league, but they won games
when they mattered the most."
That is the question that haunts
every Braves fan this time of year.
Can they win when it matters the
most? Other than in their 1995
championship season, they
couldn't win the big games.
As the Cubs celebrated their
playoff berth, I thought of a chant
I heard this summer, and it wasn't
the tomahawk chop.
The Los Angeles Lakers, led by
Shaq, jumped up and down
chanting "Utah's goin' down,
down, down, down" before a playoff game against the Jazz. As you
know, Utah didn't exactly go
down (they swept the cocky kids
from LA). But as I watched the
Cubs celebrate, I thought of that
chant. I thought of Harry Caray
and everything I liked about this
Cubs' team. They're fun to watch,
they have devoted fans, they play
with heart, and they never give
up.
And then I brought back the
chant with a new twist. Atlanta's
goin' down, down, down, down!
Ryan Lawrence is a senior in
speech and communications. Email comments to
sports@tiger.clemson.edu.
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Lady Tigers on fire
^■Volleyball team improves
record to 10-3 by knocking
offACCfoes. Page 15

WEEKEND SCHEDULE

Right on target

Men's Soccer: California Pqlytech, Friday, 8 p. m.
Football: at North Carolina, Saturday, 3 30 p.m.
Women's Soccer: Kentucky, Saturday, 7 p.m.
Men's Soccer: New Hampshire, Sunday, 2 30 p.m.

^■Soccer team set to host
Adidaslnvitational
this weekend. Page 20

Tigers challenge Tar Heels on the road i
► A win on the road could
bejust what the doctor
orderedfor the Tigers.
CHRISTOPHER KISCO

staff writer

Two teams in dire need of a victory will take the field at Chapel
Hill this weekend as two of the
proudest traditions in the ACC battle for their first conference win in
the season's fifth week. Both the
Tigers and the Tar Heels enter the

game with three losses, adding
more fuel to the fire in what has
become one of the ACC's most
competitive games.
Last season a top ten Heels team
held the Tigers out of the end zone
on the game's final series and left
Death Valley with a 17-10 victory.
Entering this season, North
Carolina was a top ten candidate,
but non-conference losses to Miami
of Ohio and Stanford compounded
with a humiliating home loss at the
hands of Georgia Tech have soured
the mood of even the most loyal Tar

Heel fan.
Unfortunately, the same can be
said for the Tiger faithful. If you did
not look at the final score of last
week's game and just glanced
through the offensive statistics, it
appeared as though the Tiger's won
the football game. A Clemson quarterback threw for over 300 yards for
just the second time in school history and the offense rolled over the
Deacons for over 400 yards in total
offense. In fact, gaining over 400
yards in offense is usually a sure
sign of victory for the team.

PREVIEW
■ When: 3:30 p.m. Saturday
■ Where: Kenan Stadium
■ TV: ABC
■ Series:
Clemson
leads 29-16-1

Clemson's program is 72-5-1 in
games where the offense gains over

400 yards.
While the offense appeared to
steamroll the Deacons, the team's
progress was held back by a costly
series of turnovers. In the last four
years, Clemson is plus 27 in the
turnover ratio, but now is a dismal
minus eight in just three games.
The team has turned the balll over
15 times in three games, a statistic
which is particularity alarming to
Head Coach Tommy West.
"No team can overcome an average of five turnovers in a game,"
SEE UNC, PAGE 12

Football team turned over by Wake
► Tiger's one win and three
losses is worst starting
record since 1985season.
RYAN LAWRENCE

senior sports writer

ADAM IHOMAS/photo editor

FRUSTRATION: Quarterback Brandon Streeter committed twofumbles
and threwfour interceptions Saturday against Wake Forest.

Two days after his team's third
straight loss, Clemson Head Coach
Tommy West was in a rare mood.
Despite the Tigers' recent 29-19
loss to Wake Forest, West joked
about his position and compared
his job to President Clinton's.
"We're both dependent on what
21-year-olds will say and do," said
West.
But a 1-3 start (0-2 in the ACC) is
no joking matter in Tiger Town
when it comes to football.
On Saturday the Tigers were
once again haunted by their own
mistakes as they turned the ball
over seven times and turned the
game over to the Demon Deacons.
Brandon Streeter threw four interceptions and fumbled twice and is
now fighting for the top quarterback spot. Freshman Woodrow
Dantzler and Streeter will compete
this week for the start against North
Carolina.
"I think we're in a situation right
now where we've got to look at both
and decide through this week what

we think can help us win football
games," said West.
Against the Demon Deacons,
Streeter showed some flashes of
brilliance, but in the end, they were
overshadowed by the turnovers.
Streeter started Saturday with
one of the flashes of brilliance, and
it. looked like the Tigers may have
been turning things around.
On the first play from scrimmage, the Tigers' quarterback found
Rod Gardner wide open in the middle of the field. Gardner caught
Streeter's bomb and made it to the
Wake four-yard line. As Gardner
ran towards the Hill, Death Valley
exploded. The 63-yard play set up a
touchdown
run
by
Terry
Witherspoon, and the Tigers took a
7-3 lead.
But then the turnovers began,
and did not seem to end.
With 17 seconds left in the opening quarter, Streeter scrambled to
the left and threw a pass right to
Wake Forest's Mark Makovec.
Makovec returned the pass 36yards down the sideline to give the
Deacons a 10-7 lead. Wake Forest
added two more points in the half
with a safety in the second quarter
to grab a 12-7 lead.
When the second half began,
the Tigers came out flat and Wake

Forest took complete control of the
game. When the decisive third
quarter came to a close, the Demon
Deacons had a 26-7 lead and many
Tiger fans had found their way out
of Death Valley.
Wake Forest took a 19-7 lead
after another Streeter interception.
Once again, it was Makovec in
Streeter's way. Makovec picked off a
pass intended for Mai Lawyer and
the Demon Deacons took over on
the Tigers 48-yard line. Wake
Forest quarterback Brian Kuklick
converted on the next play, a 48yard touchdown pass to Marvin
Chalmers.
Seven minutes later, Kuklick
turned another Tiger turnover into
seven points. After bringing in a 16yard pass from Dantzler, Clemson
wide out Mai Lawyer fumbled the
ball, and Wake recovered. Two plays
later, Kuklick went to the air again,
and found his favorite target,
Desmond Clark. Clark finished the
56-yard touchdown reception by
running to the edge of the Hill,
taunting the humiliated Tiger fans.
"We've never been a team like
this," West said after the game.
"We've never been a team that turns
the ball over like this. We've always
been pretty good at protecting the
SEE RECAP, PAGE 12

[ATHLETIC DIRECTOR INTERVIEW]

MR. ROBINSON'S NEIGHBORHOOD
Clemson's Athletic Director is constantly at work behind
the scenes of the athletic department.
Louis GARMENDIA

sports editor
He's the most important man in
Clemson athletics who you've probably never heard much about. Not only
is he involved with the hiring and firing of coaches, but Athletic Director Bobby
Robinson also plays a big part in upgrading
facilities, giving athletes jobs and adding new
members to the ACC. Sounds like your run of
the mill job, right? "No day is the same," said
Robinson, who added that his job is essentially "to monitor the day-to-day things and be
involved with everything that goes on without deciding everything."

Some of the big decisions Robinson has
overseen include the funding of band equipment and uniforms by the athletic department, contributing $4 million to the athletic
scholarship fund and the new additions to
Littlejohn that will begin in the near future.
Robinson said the position of athletic director has come a long way. The position used to
be filled by promoted football coaches such
as Vince Dooley of Georgia and Frank Broyles
of Arkansas, but now it is flooded with people from all kinds of backgrounds.
"There is no right way to get into it," said
Robinson. "People come from banking, private business, business background in athletSEE BOBBY, PAGE 13

ADAM THOMAO/photo editor

POLICY MAKER: Bobby Robinson administers rules governing the athletic department.
I

Renditionof\\blfeplaypresented
THOMAS LEE

staff writer
Thomas
Wolfe's
"Look
Homeward, Angel" opened last
night to a sold out crowd. Wolfe's
autobiographical coming of age
story recounts his struggle to leave
his home in Asheville while
remaining connected to his family.
"The play is important to this
region because it reflects the sensibility of the area, especially in
terms of family and what it has to
say about the South," said director
Mark Charney.
Kitti Frings' Pulitzer Prize wining adaptation is a memory play
from Eugene Gant/Thomas Wolfe's
perspective on the events leading
him to go to the University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill. Growing
up in
Altamonte/Asheville,
Eugene struggles with his overbearing mother, occasionally alcoholic father and friends. The family's lack of privacy due to the
boarders living in the Gants' home,
the Dixie Land Boarding House,
also serves as an obstacle. "Look
Homeward,
Angel"
shows
Eugene/Wolfe's turbulent yet
humorous transition from childhood to adulthood.
Charney
chose
"Look
Homeward, Angel" because of its
ties to this area as well as his childhood. The complex characters, the
number of female roles and the
challenge of a large cast also
intrigued Charney. This is not
Charney's first foray into directing.

He has directed several plays,
including: "The Grapes of Wrath,"
"Illusions" and "Landscape of the
Body."
The nineteen person cast and
crew are comprised of mostly
Clemson students. Professional
actress Millie Ballinger brings the
most experience to the cast as Eliza
Gant, Eugene's mother. She has
traveled nationally as Emily
Dickenson in "The Belle of
Amherst" and recently toured as
the lead in "Always...Patsy Cline."
Grad student Dale Theilinger stars
as Eugene. W.O., Eugene's father, is
played by Ron Smith Mike Horan
and Melinda Morrow co-star as the
Gant children. Set designer David
SEE

WOLFE, PAGE 11

[COLUMBIA ROCK]

Radio station installs
new digital equipment
Bryon Leggett threw the breakers to
the new state-of-the-art transmitter and exclaimed, "Damn, it actualWith nothing but belts and ly works!" WSBF was back on the
hooks keeping them from certain air.
death, Nathan "Dallas" Jerpe and
There was a reason to rejoice,
Brian Alexander worked persis- since there was previous doubt as to
tently for five straight hours in> whether one of the few remaining
sweltering 90 degree temperature, completely student run stations in
without water, dangling atop a 180 the country would see its 40th
foot wasp infested radio tower. anniversary. The predicament
They, with the help of several other began in early June when the forloyal staffers, were attempting to mer 17-year-old transmitter literaladd the finishing touches to their ly blew up. Repairs wouldn't help.
long and laborious weekend with Only a new and better replacement
hacksaws, jigsaws, nitrogen tanks, would be sufficient.
Leggett dreamed of what the
clamps, screwdrivers and socket
wrenches. Their goal: to make the perfect transmitter would entail. It
connection that would send a 3000 would have to be the solid state
watt signal to the Upstate and once kind, without any power tubes that
again reestablish WSBF 88.1 FM, have to be turned on all the time. It
the award winning Clemson stu- would have to be computer controlled. And, finally, it would have
dent radio station, to its audience.
But there was another problem. to be modular and redundant in
The cable was much too heavy to order to provide a backup if somehoist upon the tower with a pulley. thing brakes. So, the Harris Z2CD
Watson McKeel had an idea. He was chosen as the mechanism to
attached the pulley line to his pick- allow this Clemson tradition to
up truck and thus was able to lift continue.
The new technical additions
the cable into the air. When everything was assembled, tested, brought the radio station a step
screwed and clamped into place, closer to being entirely digital, a
program director and team leader quality that most college stations,
and even many commercial stations, can't boast. Leggett commented to how far WSBF has
recently advanced, "Technically
we're about 15 years ahead of where
we were 3 years ago."
WSBF also prides itself as the
first radio station in South Carolina
to have broadcasted 24 hours, 7
days a week, and according to chief
announcer Robert Parker, there are
now enough new interns to allow
that standard to continue. But, even
if there eventually aren't enough
DJs to fill the 84 two-hour show
slots, plans are underway to install
a digital automation system in the
spring, which will ensure continuous airplay. And even when loyal
listeners travel outside the broadcast range, they can still tune in
through Real Audio on the station's
updated
website
at
wsbf.clemson.edu.
All of this was made possible by
Leggett and his team of tower monMEGAN POWELl/spccial to The Tiger
keys. But he remains humble about
POWER TOWER: Bryon Leggett
it all, "I'm just glad the damn thing
works." .«***»!»'
Ulf!
overlooks installation of wires.

BROKEN LEGS: Look Homeward, Angel makes it debut this week as the
new production by professor Mark Charney.

CLAY KRIESE

staff writer

ELLIOTT SOUTHARO/assistLint Time Out Editor

ON THE MIC: Shades of Grey excite the crowd at the Anderson County Fair.

SHADES OF GREY
Talented USC band plays recently in Anderson
ELLIOTT SOUTHARD

assistant Time Out editor
eing students at Clemson, it is in our nature
to hate everything that comes from the
University of South Carolina. Well, I believe
that I have found an exception to that rule,
that exception being Shades of Grey.
Shades of Grey is a band that hails from
Columbia, SC. It consists of Kenny Floyd on lead
vocals and rhythm guitar, Spencer Rush on lead guitar and backing vocals, John Stout on drums, Lewis
Boyce on bass, and Kevin Flowers on saxophone and
flute. Floyd, Rush, Stout and Boyce attend the
University of South Carolina and plan to graduate
this spring. However, do not let the fact that they are
in college give you the impression that they are like
every other college band, because they're not. They
have a very unique sound that is much more devel-

B

oped than most other college bands out there. They
incorporate the flute and saxophone into most of
their songs, giving them another dimension rarely
seen in bands of their nature. Now I know when you
heard the word saxophone, Dave Matthews Band
popped into your head. Well, these guys are not
Dave wannabes. They definitely have some Dave
influence, but they also have developed their own
sound of music.
Shades recently played at the Anderson County
Fair, where I was able to hang out with the band
before their set. We talked about where the band
stands in terms of new music, a new album and
future tour plans. We also talked about the band's
preferences in music and personal musical influences.
The band already has two albums under its belt.
SEE

. .
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WSBF returns for the new school year
CLAY KRIESE

staff writer

The format of almost any station on the dial can be quite predictable. You'll find top-40 stations,
rock stations, country stations,
gospel stations, etc., all of which
seldom stray from the genre it has
been labeled. However, Clemson's
own WSBF 88.1 FM, breaks the

mold of commercial radio and presents any form of music imaginable.
The majority of the shows fall
under the category of "rotation,"
which means that they feature
recent albums from current artists
with styles as typical as college
rock and as uncommon as ambient
noise.
Music director Alex Hudson

said, "Expect lots of new music in
rotation that is not heard anywhere
else in the Upstate, fool!" DJs choose
from a collection of 200 to 300 CDs
and records at the station and are
even permitted to bring in music of
their own.
WSBF had a strict jazz format
when it began back in the late '50s
and it still remains as large emphasis. Expect a jazz show from 7 a.m.

BIG PRODUCTION: WSBF Music Director Alex Hudson works with variousfraternitiesandsorroritesin
preparation/or Tigerama.

r.

to 9 a.m. every weekday morning.
Adding even greater musical
diversity, specialty shows fill the
prime time slots.
Monday nights will feature two
traditional American genres,
beginning at 7 p.m. with Capt.
Don's zydeco, reggae and blues
show which is followed by
"American Primitive" which features early to present day folk
music.
Tuesday nights offer the
award
winning
"The Cure for
Cancer" at 9 p.m.,
which features
tunes selected
from a list of
thousands
of
punk rock bands.
Prime time on
Wednesday
begins with the
"Rudeboy
Invasion" at 7 p.m.,
which presents
the best in ska and
is followed by the dark and
highly experimental industrial and
noise show entitled "Dead Air."
Thursday begin with a rotating
specialty show at 5 p.m. which
spotlights a different genre or artist
every week and is followed by the
new "Thursday Night Retro" lineup, with 70s disco at 7 p.m. and
'80s new wave pop at 9 p.m.
But if that won't get you dancing, Friday nights offer six straight
hours of consistent beats, beginning with the skilled mixer DJ
Johnny Quest on his progressive
house show "The Electric
Kingdom" at 7 p.m., which is followed by Bryan Smith's "Murdah
On Deck" which represents the
Southeast Underground with UK

drum and bass at 9 p.m. Pouria puts
on the final spin with his trance
show at 11 p.m.
When you're getting ready for
church on Sundays, tune in to the
morning gospel show at 7 a.m.,
which is immediately followed at 9
a.m. by Lee Morrissey and Trent
Hill's "Hitching Post Minimalism"
folk world contemporary show.
Sunday nights rock through the
decades, beginning with "Mixed Up
Confusion" at 7 p.m., which features an enticing mix
of various rock
from the '60's to the
present, and is
appropriately followed by Joe DellaFerra's
"The
Protogressive
Show," which offers
an in-depth listen
of
progressive
music from '60s to
the '70s. Finally,
Jerry T-Bone' Scalf
dares you to ride the highly
popular "Crazy Train" of hard rock
and metal from the late '70s
through the early '90s.
There are also four call-in talk
shows. "700 Yards" remains a
favorite, discussing and dissecting
Clemson athletics as well as the
national sports scene at 7 p.m. on
Tuesday, and is followed by academic and policy topics on the student government show and computer news and facts on "Byte Me,"
which alternate every other week.
Finally, Bryant Smith presents an
intriguing "Issues and Answers"
call-in show at 5 p.m. on Friday
afternoons.
WSBF 88.1 is the Upstate's best
alternative.
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Scream if you think you've heard this one before
murder sets the pace for the rest of
the script, and the story is thrown
over to Penddleton University durMovie theaters have been run- ing the alleged 25th anniversary of
ning a little dry with customers the Stanley Hall massacre. You
lately. In fact, after the release of know the story, the old crazy-proArmageddon over the summer, box fessor-decides-to-kill-an-entireoffices at theaters across the nation floor-of-students tale. Of course,
have been forced to send rolls of there is no proof that this actually
unsold tickets to recycling centers happened, so it is assumed to be an
as a means of income. Now with Urban Legend. The plot thickens
the new thriller Urban Legend due when all different Urban Legends
this upcoming Oct. 13, a salvation start coming true, and one by one,
to all suffering cinemas across the students begin to die and the fight
United States is imminent. After for survival begins. The cast, loaded
watching commercials advertising with upcoming actors and actressits impending'
es such asjared
arrival, Urban
Leto
(Paul),
Legend
will
Alicia
Witt
URBAN LEGEND
prove to be a
(Natalie),
box
office
Rebecca
Company: Phoenix
smash hit due
G ay h e a r t
Rated: R
to the deluge of
(Brenda) and
Review:
fresh
young
Joshua Jackson
'««'«»'«»'«(
actors, exciting
(Damon), were
chosen from a
story line and
sarcastic humor. More than likely, broad spectrum of sitcoms (well,
it will attract numerous eager and a Noxzema™ commercial) and
teenagers waiting for the next added a different twist to the story
answer to Scream. The entire movie due to their diverse acting styles
SCARED?: Urban Legend brings widespread belief to the silver screen in a new horrorflick.
(which was presented on Sept. 22 and humorous anecdotes.
by UPAC in Tillman Auditorium) is
My conclusion is that a few tor Jamie Blank should consider for once due to the fact that its theme is just not giving you the kick you
a skillful composition of Urban months in the country, far, far away new inspiration. His facetious based on suspense) aches for a expected from the trailers, ther
Legends come to life and held from any sign of human activity chiller is so electrifyingly enter- sequel. So, if the same old guess- perhaps Urban Legend is the pertogether by subplots involving a (or any sharp objects) is what direc- taining, (though can only be seen the-killer/scream-style thriller is fect remedy.
soap opera group of "typical college
kids." As the action packed events
\
7^
rip along, a web of chaos unravels
O M M U N I T Y
R a s E A R c: H
E r> U CAT! O N
F O R
as the legends come to life, and the
name of the game becomes "guess
who's going to die," and "who is the
killer?"
Urban Legend would be effortless to besmirch due the fact it falls
into the flaws created by its genre.
The previews in particular heavily
resemble a teeny bopper movie targeted at adolescent girls at a slumber party The plot is also underdeveloped and choppy, and much
to the effect of any Jason movie, the
characters are predictable in such a
way that it is easy to tell who will
be the next victim. The entire story
is based upon the generic bludgeons that are typical to the slasher
scene. However, let's face it, thriller
movies are not meant to be analyzed in any way. Urban Legend
has the positive aspect that offsets
all other negatives in that it
achieves the goal of all horror
movies: to affect every member of
the audience in such a way that
they go home at night and make
sure all of their doors and windows
are locked/Personally I would prefer this movie to any sappy,
world (based on assets under management).
When it comes to planning a comfortthought provoking romance. In all
reality society watches thrillers to
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you
able future, America's best and
be scared, not inspired! Still, take
achieve
even more of your financial goals.
brightest
turn
to
the
expert:
TIAA-CREF.
away the dramatic music, special
From tax-deferred annuities and IRAs to
camera effects, and creepy college
With over $230 billion in assets under
campus (which I'm positive came
mutual funds, you'll find the flexibility
management, we're the world's largest
out of a Scooby-Doo episode), all
and choice you need, backed by a proven
retirement system, the nation's leader in
that is left is a quasi-typical mix of
The Shining, Scream 2,]ason IV and
history of performance, remarkably low
customer satisfaction,* and the overwhelmBuffy the Vampire Slayer.
expenses, and peerless commitment to
ing choice of people in education, research,
The movie begins with (you
personal service.
and related fields.
guessed it!) a gory murder pertaining to the Urban Legend of a man
Find Out For Yourself
Expertise You Can Count On
hidden in the back seat of a car
To learn more about the world's prewith a knife. An Urban Legend is a
For 80 years, TIAA-CREF has introkind of contemporary folklore, a
mier
retirement organization, talk to one
duced intelligent solutions to America's longsort of modern myth... or is it? The
KELLY LEACH

staff writer
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H20 is watered-down tribute to original movie
arrived at a more inopportune time.
Audiences have recently been substaff writer
ject to a greater dosage of the usual
Horror fanatics have been antic- arrangement of cheap scares, false
ipating this moment for a long time. alarms and H20 just falls right into
Yep, it's been 20 years since Michael the crowd.
Myers wreaked havoc on poor little
I'm amazed that veteran horror
Laurie Strode and her friends, and director Steve Miner (Warlock,
to celebrate, Jamie Lee Curtis House, Friday the 13th Parts 2 and
reprises her original role in the final 3), even with a script touch-up by
installment (hopefully) of the hot-item Kevin Williamson, couldHalloween series. I guess I'm one of n't do anything more with the
those horror dorks, because the worn-out genre. There's an opening
announcement of this 20th sequence straight out of Scream, an
anniversary sequel to John incident in a bathroom with very
Carpenter's definitive slasher little importance and the expected
movie came with much excite- killing spree amongst the teenage
ment. It's too bad that my expecta- crowd Yawn. To be nice, I guess his
tions were much too high.
visuals are somewhat appealing
However, it's good to know that (Keri's hallucinations are my
Laurie's been
favorites), but I'm
doing
fine.
still frustrated
Her name is
with the lack of
now Keri Tate
Company: Dimesion Films
originality
at
and she teachthis point.
Rated: R
es at a prestiNow don't
Review:
gious private
get me wrong,
school with a
H20 does have a
son
(heartfew nice touches.
throb Josh Hartnett) that she over- John Carpenter's classic theme gets
protects and a boyfriend (Chicago an
attractive
orchestrated
Hope's Adam Arkin) who has no makeover, there is a restrained
idea of her past. It's all cool on the amount of blood and gore and Janet
outside, but she still lives in fear Leigh's cameo gave a hint of what
that "The Shape" is out there_and this film should have been. Listen,
what better time than the night of here's a star of Psycho, which comthe students' field trip (which her pletely shocked audiences for the
son and a few friends decide to first time, with her daughter Jamie,
skip) for Michael Myers to show up the star of Halloween, which relentand settle the score?
lessly shocked a new wave of audiYou can look at Halloween: H20 ences. Neat, huh?
in two different ways, as a typical
I also love how H20 completely
slasher thriller or as a landmark disregards the seemingly infinite
tribute to a pioneering film. I chose number of Halloween sequels (the
the latter, but either way you look at ones without Jamie Lee Curtis),
it, you'll most likely be disappoint- which brings up another point I
ed. I saw this movie as a one-of-a- just think the film benefited enorkind opportunity to wrap up the mously from Jamie Lee Curtis's
originator of slasher thrillers. But presence. It's her way of saying "I'm
with the current resurgence of the 'Scream Queen' and I have a
slasher films, H20 couldn't have thing or two to show you." In this
KEVIN CHALK

role, she proves how far she has
risen above this teen-dominated
genre. It's a lot of fun to have her
along even if she really doesn't
unleash her femme fatale persona
until the final 20 minutes.

In fact, that's when I finally got
into it. The only aspect of the film
that truly separates it from all the
others appears in the final 20 minutes of the film. Hey, is that what
the marketing trinket H20 means?

(Yes, people, it has nothing to do
with water.) It must, because by
that time, I felt those 20 fulfilling
minutes of Halloween: H20 were
barely enough to make that 20-year
wait worthwhile.
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Trees are a good thing
The other day I was sitting on
my front porch enjoying the
cool afternoon and as I was
drifting into a state of sleep, I
heard something. At first I could
not figure out what it was because
it was something that I had never
heard before. Then I realized what
it was. It was the trees around my
apartment and they were screaming, "Stop killing us."
Now I don't know how many
of you have ever heard a tree
speak before, but I hadn't and I
was blown away I started thinking to myself that they must really be mad because they weren't
just telling me to stop killing
them, they were screaming it. As I
sat and listened to the trees, I realized that something had to be
done about this, and apparently,
since they were talking to me,
they wanted me to be the one to

do it. So, I immediately began to
think of what could be done
about this horrid situation, and I
have come up with a small list of
things that we can do here at
Clemson to help these poor trees.
First off, we must stop taking
notes in class. All of us take notes
on paper and where does the
paper come from? That's right.
Trees. We each have a personal
responsibility to the trees to sacrifice our notes for their continued
life. Also, textbooks need to be
done away with. Just like the
paper that we take our notes on,
the pages of the textbooks are also
made from trees. Do you realize
how many trees would be saved if
we just stopped having textbooks
at Clemson?
Tests would be another thing
that would need to be eliminated.
Almost all tests given at Clemson

I

S

Elliott Southard

m

assistant Time
Out editor

are on paper and each one is the
result of trees being murdered. It's
not like any of us liked tests to
begin with, so I don't think that it
will be too much of a sacrifice.
Also syllabi need to be done away
with. They are a huge waste of
paper because every professor
gives one out to every student for
every class. And it's not like the
professors ever go by the syllabi.
They always vary from the schedule they put ori them.
The next course of action in
the saving of our forests is directed
at the police department. Three
words: No more tickets. The police

department has killed an obscene
amount of trees with their ridiculous amount of parking tickets.
They must get a woody killing
trees (no pun intended). Not only
would this save trees, but it would
also make students a lot happier.
The flyers that are put into the
post office boxes also need to be
stopped. Those things have to be
the biggest waste of paper on
campus. Every time that I walk
through the post office, the floor is
covered in them. Nobody ever
reads those things, so let's stop
murdering the trees for them.
The final course of action that
must be taken by the University is
that grades must not be sent home
anymore. The grades are printed
on paper and are just another
waste of poor trees' lives. Sending
the grades was not a good idea to
begin with. If students want their

parents to know their grades, they
will tell them themselves. I know
that many of you are sitting there
reading this and thinking that The
Tiger should also be stopped
because it uses so much paper.
Well, I thought of this as well, but
after discussing it with the trees,
found out that they think it is o.k.
to still run The Tiger.
This is only a short list of
things that we can do here at
Clemson to save the trees.
However, these things are vital to
the continued existence of trees. I
challenge each of you to do you
part in saving the lives of trees, so
that they will no longer have to
scream out in agony. Long live the
trees!
EBott Southard isajuniormapringin
Elementary Education E-mailcomments to timeout@tigerclemsonedu

Breaking up (with college) is hard to do
As a senior staring at my last
or second to last semester
at Clemson, memories of
good times and bad times abound,
memories which play on my
brain's plateau of love, excitement,
adventure, sadness, disappointment and achievement. Each
senior here has run the gamut of
emotions through his or her college career. The question remains
what will we do with these experiences?
Some will be satisfied with just
the achievement of graduating
and will look to "normal" life for
all of their answers. Others have
been beaten down by bad experiences through college like unfulfilling relationships or that major
you had to drop out of because you

GREY
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The first, Welcome to the Present,
was originally released in 1996, but
is currently out of print. Listening,
their second album, was released
in 1997 and is currently available
at Manifest Discs and Tapes. They
are talking with several record
companies, large and small, about
producing a third album, but
nothing has been finalized yet.
They said that the plan is to start
recording the album somewhere
around December of this year,
which would put the release of the
album somewhere into the beginning of 1999. They have about
twenty or so songsthat they plan to
work on for the new album that
are not on either of the previous
two albums. They say that these
songs will be more radio-friendly
than some of their earlier work.
However, at present the group
has another obstacle ahead of
them: graduation. As I said, four
members of the band, as well as
their manager, are planning on
graduating in May. Going to school
and still trying to play gigs has
proved to be a challenge for the
group. They said that they drive to
whatever town they are playing in
Friday afternoon after classes, play
there all weekend and then come
back for classes on Monday.
Sometimes this can be difficult
depending on how for away from
Columbia they are playing. For
example, at the show I went to, two
of the guys did not get there until
45 minutes before they were
scheduled to play. This cuts down
on warm up time, sound checks
and other pre-show necessities.
Lead singer Kenny Floyd told me
that they recently bought a laptop
computer to take with them on the
road and they spend most of the
travel time writing papers and
doing other stuff for school. After

couldn't get the grades. More have/
aspirations of grandeur. Attaining
the grades or meeting that special
person you would like to spend ,'
the rest of your life with has /
placed you on a new high. Now/
that brass ring seems reasonably
reachable. Lastly, some individuals
don't want to lose the carefree life
they found in college. They are
unsure and maybe a little afraid of
what the world will bring.
Don't make fun of these individuals because we allwill have to
break the emotional ties with
whomever or whatever in order to
take that step into adulthood. It is
ironic that most of us came to
Clemson by ourselves and must
leave by ourselves. Nothing in this
world is permanent; it's all tempograduation, the band plans po concentrate solely on making music
and touring.
When asked about their influences, the band said that each
member brings their own set of
influences and all of those different influences go into the songs
that they write. I asked them if
they get compared to another popular band from USC, Hootie and
the Blowfish. Floyd, who like the
lead singer of Hootie is black, said
that you can't help but compare
the two bands. While they appreciate the comparison to a band of
Hootie's caliber, they hope to be
able to make a name for themselves someday.
Shades of Grey has the potential to be a big band someday.
Floyd has a great stage presence
and really plays to the audience's
emotions. The band is planning to
be in Clemson the weekend of the
Carolina football game, so you will
have to wait until then to hear
how good they are. However, you
can go down to Manifest and get
their CD to hold you over until
then.
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Todd Allen

Time Out
editor
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rary.
It is easy to spot these forlorn
individuals on campus. They are
the ones that are wrestling with
going to grad school or not. They
walk around all day looking as
though the weight of the world is
on their shoulders. Don't get the
wrong idea. I'm not saying everyone that goes to grad school does it
to delay having to face the "real"
world. What I'm saying is that
i
there are some people that like col-

lege so much or don't know what
to do with their life yet that the
only answer is to stay in school. I
don't blame these people. With the
relaxed atmosphere Clemson provides and the electric social life,
why would anyone want to leave?
If there were no classes, college
would be a blast. Where else can
you go and convince your parents
that a full load consists of twelve
hours? It's camp with all the beer
you can drink and no chaperones.
My point to this rambling is
that we all have to make decision
on our own. With these decisions
come responsibilities, responsibility to yourself or others who have
put their faith in you. If you have
the means to continue your education, do it. Education is power.

Those of you who feel you have to
get out of college now, do so, but ;
remember, never stop learning.
You only become ignorant when
you think you know it all. Those
of you who are striving to reach
your goals, go for it. Just don't forget that achievement means nothing if you don't have someone to
share the accomplishment with.
Lastly, you individuals who have
been knocked down, get up. Wipe
the tears from your cheeks and
dust off your clothes. Everyday
marks a new start and beginning..
What doesn't kill you makes
you stronger. Right?
Tbdd Men is a senior mapringin
Political Science. E-mail comments to
timeout@tigerclemson.edu.
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[COLUMBIA ROCK]

JUST CHILLIN': Vocalistjoe Stevenson, guitarist John Kolbeck, bassist Tim Arbisi and drummerRusselljarrett comprise this home-grown group.

PEOPLE WHO MUST

Beatles lovers entertain local crowds with their own breed of rock
cover of the Beatles, seemingly a
common favorite among the
members, after which Stevenson
The Georgia-based quartet, put down his guitar, ready to have
People Who Must, was still some fun. However, fun wasn't the
setting up as I walked into only thing on his mind. Before the
Tiger Town Tavern last Thursday show, Stevenson filled me in on a
around 9 p.m. I took a seat near the "well-proven fact" that every time
stage while I waited and noticed they play with Far Too Jones, they
that that's exactly what the other band that went on after People
people in the bar were doing - all Who Must, he has throat probseven of them. But hey, we all lems. But with guitarist John
know that Clemson "night-life" Kolbeck, bassist Tim Arbisi and
never starts as early as nine, and drummer Russell Jarrett playing
besides, People Who Must wasn't behind him, Stevenson went on
.going on until around 10:30.
with the performance.
This modern pop-rock band,
The band played some older
growing in popularity, has actual- songs and some songs off of their
ly performed in the Clemson area newest album, Never Ending Road
many times before and, according to Success. During "About You,"
to lead singer Joe Stevenson, is definitely one the best songs on
especially well received in their recent CD, Stevenson looked
Greenville. One of their most at me with his hand around his
favorite cities, to play in is, of throat and a doubtful look on his
course, their hometown Augusta, face. Despite his concern, however,
Ga, howeyera conf inuously grow- his voice was very impressive, as
ing fan* base outside of'Augusta was the talent of the band overall.
The familiar style of modern,
offers much comfort and inspirahome town rock-and-roll is pertion to the band.
For the fans at Clemson Jagt^... haps what makes People Who
week, People Who Must opened Must so appealing and, thus far, so
up their show with an amazing successful. However, some reviews
ANDREA

M.

DEGATANI

staff writer

have characterized the band's
sound as being unoriginal and too
much like that of other new
bands.
"Our music is American poprock," said Stevenson. "It's melody
driven. But if you think we sound
like everybody else . . . then, o.k,
you think we sound like everybody else."
The band members know
what makes their style their's and
don't feel that there is anything to
prove. Besides, with three CDs and
almost ten years of experience
under the belt, People Who Must is
not exactly new.
The band formed in 1989 and
took their name from a Carl
Sandburg poem. It wasn't long
before they reached hometown
success and even air time on local
modern rock stations. In 1995
People Who Must released their
first CD The Road You Travel, and
only two years later put out their
second, Lost Wire Transfer.
Throughout all of this, the guys
were under a recording contract
with
West
Coast
label
Creativeman Disc. However, this
was a contract that, unlike the

band, would never be successful.
Following the release of their
second album, People Who Must
ended their commitment with
Creativeman because the promotion and publicity they needed
was not being fulfilled.
"We had been trying to get out
of it for a while," said Stevenson,
"because they just weren't doing
anything for us." And from then
on, they guys were on their own
and, according to bassist Tim
Arbisi, they wouldn't have it any
other way.
An experience such as this
taught the band much about
where they were at the time and
what changes they needed to
make. As their mindset matured,
so did their sound, which became
obvious through their newest
release, Never Ending Road to
Success. Throughout this album
People Who Must put forth a
much more organized and clear
sound, yet still with a contemporary rock-and-roll style.
"A lot of times, on our previous
records," said Arbisi, "the vocals
have been a little slurred, but this
time they're really prominent."

This change is not only detected in their albums, however, but
also in their live performances.
Much of this is due to the fact that
Stevenson has recently put his
guitar down in order to both concentrate on his singing and give
the crowd something more to look
at. The first time Stevenson tried
this new method, Arbisi said it
"scared the shit out of [him]."
"We had talked about doing it,"
said Arbisi, throwing a look over at
Stevenson, "but I didn't know he
was going to just do it"
Arbisi added that Joe's stage
Eresence contributes much to the
and's effect on a crowd and that
it's the crazy, unexpected things
that provide the "shock value" of a
crowd pleasing performance.
Whether it's their talent, their
sound, their experience or their
ability to work the crowd, the
music of People Who Must does
not fail to bring in a crowd. Last
Thursday I even spotted some
Craven Melons in the audience.
With all of this under their
belt, People Who Must have little
else to worry about other than
what road they may travel next.

Selma Raid revisited
Tow

ALLEN

Time Out editor

*

BAND STAND: Selma Raid is making lots of noise on the local music scene
as it continues to impress with live shows.

\Uuiinnnnnwwn

Hailing from the foothills of
Clemson, S.C, Selma Raid instantly
grabs the audience's attention
wherever they may be playing.
Lyrically their brutal honesty tugs
at your heart strings while their
unique melodies leave an emotional curiousness.
This home grown band has
been together for five years under
many different monikers. You
might remember Selma Raid's
early days as a semi grunge band
called Cornbread. "Young bands
almost always begin mimicing
their musical influences. As the
band matures so does their sound.
This evolutionary process allows
bands to develop their own unique
style and sound," stated Andrew
Long, the band's lead guitarist.
Selma Raid has witnessed many
different musical changes throughout their existence.
The most recent change was the
addition of Jeff Horn, who plays
drums and percussion. Long stated
that "since Jeff has joined the band
the band's sound has become more
rhythmic and aerodynamic. Selma
Raid has become technical." With
Horn providing the rhythmical
heart beat, Selma Raid is poised on
the verge of exploding into the

lime light.
The rest of the band consists of
Brad Brewer, who spanks an outstanding bass and Dan Watson,
who writes and sings most of the
heart wrenching lyrics for Selma
Raid. Each individual musician
brings a different twist or musical
genre to the band. Selma Raids'
music has evolved over the years
into a heavy soul, blues/funk kind
of a sound. "Since our last album
we have progressed a great deal
with our songwriting. We are now.
approaching each song as an individual. The song will always dictate Selma Raid's sound," stated
Long.
The band discovered the name
Selma Raid while thumbing
through a history book. Brad stated
that "the Selma Raid refers to a
Civil War skirmish. We liked the
history reference and decided to
investigate further about the name.
It turned out that the name 'Selma'
is a Native American word meaning 'High Seat' or 'Throne.' We really felt akin to this meaning and
how it related to our goals and
dreams. To us the name is a slogan
that conveys our future plans."
Selma Raid has no intention of
fading into the wcod work like
numerous other college bands.
"We've been improving for five
long years and we are at the best

point musically than ever before,"
said Long. He told me that the
band has that "hurry up and wait"
attitude. Selma Raid is constantly
preparing themselves for that
chance of a lifetime.
If you have listened to Selma
Raid's CD Oscar, you would
already know that this band is
well on its way to success. It is fortunate for other groups that these
guys do not gig constantly.
Otherwise there would be no contest. Selma Raid would musically
destroy anyone in their path.
These are strong words which
could be construed as fanatical
and they would be had Selma Raid
not proven themselves in August
of '97 at the Battle of the Bands.
Entering a demo tape with thousands ofother bands to the Battle
of the Bands contest sponsored by
Rock 101 (WROQ-FM), Selma Raid
made it to the showcase round
with two other finalistists. After all
was said and done, Selma Raid
emerged as the audience favorites
and walked away with the grand
prize: the opening band slot for
Queensryche at the Blockbuster
Pavilion in Charlotte, NC.
Selma Raid is fully aware of
their musical and entertainment
value and now it is your turn to
become aware. A band is a terrible
thing to waste.

PAGE
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Heartwarming drama shows plight of disabled
and then a perky little squirrel hops
along the fence to join her. I felt like
I was watching reruns of an old
How many of you would I scare black-and-white TV show.
away if I used the word "wholeHowever, just when I thought I
some" to describe Simon Birch? could feel a cavity start to form
Well, to be perfectly honest, it is a from extra sugary scenes like this
nice, wholesome film that the one, I realized that I was starting to
entire family can enjoy, but at the accept their purpose, which was to
same time, much more. If this com- establish a firm visual and mental
pletely harmless term does deter contrast between the film's lighter
you from seeing the film, all I can and darker halves. From that point
say is that it's your loss.
on, I began to see the movie less as a
Mark Steven Johnson makes a syrupy-sweet fairy tale and more
poignant directorial debut with like a deep, meaningful poem.
this lighthearted drama about
If the film's cinematic elements
twelve-year-old Simon Birch were literally represented by big,
(Michael Ian Smith), a special child circular targets, Birch would hit the
whose
heart
center of each
truly outweighs
one without
SIMON BIRCH
his body. Despite
question.
being born with
There is a
Company: Hollywood
a growth probproper combiRated: PG
lem,
Simon
nation of each
seems to have
element
in
adjusted to life in
this
film,
the '50s,. He is an
which makes
unusual character who is brutally it so endearing. The genuinely talhonest, has no problem questioning ented cast mixed with the touching
authority when deemed necessary (and often humorous) story, a wonand has extreme faith in the idea derfully weepy score (by Marc
that God is using him as an instru- Shaiman) and a brief, but effective
ment (he believes God will one day appearance by Jim Carrey (who is
make him a hero). The story follows also the film's appropriately sentiSimon and hi's best friend Joe mental narrator) make for a power(Joseph Mazzello) through their ful cinematic experience. I have to
bumpy childhood.
confess, the movie put a lump in
I will be the first to admit that I my throa, and I was not able to get
had my doubts about this movie. rid of that feeling until I left the theWould I be suckered in by another ater.
one of Hollywood's ploys, where the
It may seem like Smith, as
line between "kid movie" and "adult Simon, would be the person to
movie" is as thin as our president's evoke this feeling, but surprisingly
word (i.e. Dr. Doolittle)? For the first he isn't. It is more his appearance
few minutes of Birch, the mood than his talent that wins you over.
does seem a little goody-goody and It is Mazzello (Jurassic Park, Radio
almost surreal at one point. Take, Flyer), however, that tops the list.
for example, a scene where Ashley His role as Simon's best friend
Judd (who plays Joe's mother) demands several moving scenes,
walks along a wooden fence (a la which he so effectively delivers.
slow motion) in a bright '50s sun- While Smith's mere presence is
dress with perfect hair and a flaw- enough to pull at the heartstrings,
less face. She waves to a friendly Mazzello has to honestly pour out
neighbor across the street with a his emotions, and pour it he does. In
smile as radiant as the sun itself, many of his scenes, you can tell that
BRAD TINSLEY

staff writer

there is a lot going on inside his
head. I have a feeling we will be seeing a lot of this ace in the future.
Ashley Judd (Kiss the Girls) and
Oliver Platt (Executive Decision, A

Time to Kill) are. both well-cast in
their parts, with Judd as the perfectly manicured mom and Platt as
her new, drama-teaching boyfriend.
Both actors are extremely likable.

Don't dismiss Simon Birch simply because it seems too "good."
There is a lot to be seen here if you
are willing to let the characters into
your heart.

€et More Than a Test Score
Get Back Your life

NATIONAL
DEPRESSION
SCREENING DAY

®

Thursday, October 8, 1998
• FREE of Charge
• Written Self-Test for Depression
• Screening Interview with Mental
Health Professional
• Educational Presentation
Depression is an illness and effective treatments are available.
LOCAL DEPRESSION SCREENING INFORMATION:

9

a.m.-12Noon and

1—4 p.m

• at

A/VA

REDFERN
or call Toll Free 1-800-573-4433 for a site near you.
(beginning September 14)
An Outreach Even! During Mental Illness Awareness Week
Supported in purl by an educational prant from F.li Lilly and Company.

Dead Man chokes
ous people on campus (using various methods) to find that perfect
guy. Josh and Cooper hang out at
Everyone in trouble with college the suicide hotline to find the
grades has pondered the old wive's prospective roommate. And later,
tale on how to get a 4.0 You know Cooper is lowered into the admisthe myth I'm talking about. It's the sions office via Mission Impossible
one where if your roommate dies, techniques to get information on
you get straight A's. This movie miserable classmates. The test of
dwells on that topic as two room- the film is about the boys trying out
mates try to find a loophole to their three different guys and pushing
trashy lifestyles.
them to their doom.
Josh (played by Todd Everett
The movie is only 98 minutes
Scott) is a pre-med student in a dig- long, but the length seems longer. It
nified college with many academic takes half of the movie for the plot
scholarships. Josh is soon distracted to develop. The movie keeps
from his studies by his pot-smoking putting in a mix of stupid sub-plots
roommate,
to add to the
Cooper
overall quality,
DEAD MAN ON CAMPUS
(played
by
but it loses the
Mark-Paul
Company: Paramount
interests of the
Gosselaar). As
audience very
Rated: PG 13
their friendquickly. There is
Review: -«_
ship grows, the
an introduction
class work and
and character
studies turn
development of
into late-night parties and count- three female freshmen that never
less drugs.
add anything to the story line. The
When mid-term grades of F's plot finally gets amusing when
come injosh and Cooper panic and Josh and Cooper start looking for
try to find a way to stay in the the "dream" roommate. Each of the
school. The two find an old rule prospects has separate problems
stating that if someone commits that range from a conspiracy theosuicide, then their roommate will rist to a psycho frat boy to a death
receive a 4.0. Josh and Cooper then metal rocker. The situations that
devise a plan to put a self-destruc- occur make a bland movie almost
tive student in their room. They are laughable.
planning on applying enough presYou may remember Mark-Paul
sure to the suicidal student to give Gosselaar as Zach in Saved By the
them the perfect grade point aver- Bell. Those crazy antics may have
age. They figure if someone is going played for a good plot at Bayside
to commit suicide, why not have High, but not at the college level.
him do it in their room?
Todd Everett Scott played the lead
It takes at least half the movie in Tom Hanks' That Thing You Do.
just to get to this point (i.e. it has a This movie is playing in Seneca and
very slow beginning). "The Hardy is rated R for strong sexual lanBoys from hell" start stalking vari- guage and drug use.
MATTHEW GARRETT

staff writer

The Divisio
m^itln^and Information
Technology (DC|T) ill be oj
ng a series of Open
F
Forums for Univir ty facult] taff and students to
meet with D
personni nd discuss their
questions and c
ns r<
to computers and
computing at C
orums are open to
anyone but to facilitate indl
als getting to one
near them, at leaEone f o
been scheduled in
lleo-< The following is a
a location central
schedi
drums:
College
Students
CES
AAH
Staff
HEHD
CBPA
CAFLS

Meeting Location
200 Hardin
100 Earle
111 Lee
200 Hardin
302 Edwards
100 Earle
G033 Jordan

Date
Mon, Oct 12
Wed, Oct 14
Fri, Oct 16
Mon, Oct 19
Tues, Oct 20
Wed, Oct 21
Fri, Oct 23

Time
3 pm
3 pm
3 pm
3 pm
3 pm
3 pm
3 pm
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Rush right over to seeJackie Chan's new action comedy
MATTCYR

Ratner does an excellent job balancing screen time for the two
When New Line executives actors without letting each other
looked at the paper three weeks ago interfere with what each actor does
to see that Tri-Star's action-comedy best; Chan with action and Tucker
team of Jean Claude Van Damme with comedy.
and Rob Schneider got "knocked
Ratner allows Chan enough
off" for a mere 5.5 million (for a 35 room to work his martial arts magic
million dollar budget) in its open- without bringing in Tucker to dising weekend, they had to have been tract one half of what the audience
nervously rattling their coffee cups came to see.
back down to their saucers. Little
Though coordinated, Tucker's
did they know, their action-comedy lack of fluid motion in the few fight
team of Jackie Chan and Chris scenes that he appears in with
Tucker, with Brett Ratner's new Chan, make it appear as if Chan
release, Rush Hour, would not only and the rest of the world are operatcalm their nerves, but pay ten to ing on 45 rpm and Tucker is stuck
one on what Tri-Star's flop did two at 33.3. Playful though it may be, the
weeks earlier.
humor here is misplaced; it is at the
In its opening weekend, Rush movie, rather than the actors, and
Hour grossed an unprecedented 33 fortunately only appears occasionmillion dollars, making it the high- ally.
est grossing opening weekend ever
Likewise, Ratner gives Tucker a
for a film released in the months of seemingly long leash and free
August, September, or November space to deliver his high-pitched,
(33 million doleye-bulging
lars in one weekcomedy lines.
end for a 30 milThey flow out
RUSH
HOUR
lion" dollar film?
of his mouth
Is this a Titanic
in
varying
Company: New Line Cinema
pace?
Aside
pitches
and
Rated: PG 13
from a big openspeed much
Review: ####4
ing
weekend,
the same way
ft*
the similarities
they did out of
are few and far
Eddie
between.)
Murphy's, minus a few f-words. (In
There aren't many special one part, Tucker even swings from
effects. There is no love story; come one arm from the back of a bus the
to think of it, there's barely a story same way Eddie Murphy did in the
at all. Keep this in mind, Rush Hour opening chase scene in Beverly
is not a great film, but the action is Hills Cop) One of two things occur.
good action and the jokes are funny, One, Ratner makes sure Chan
making the movie very entertain- keeps his mouth shut when Tucker
ing for the general public; the 33 is putting the audience in stitches,
million is a case in point. Director or two, as suggested in the movie,
Brett Ratner once again teams up Chan really can't understand what
with Chris Tucker for yet another Tucker is saying. Either way you
action-comedy. This time however, slice it, your holding your stomach,
he brought along international bent over, laughing in your seat.
martial arts superstar Jackie Chan
One scene sticks out in my mind
(rather than international cocaine as making the entire viewing experecovery superstar Charlie Sheen rience worthwhile. In a scene
(Money Talks). Even though Chan where Carter and Lee are waiting to
would need more takes to get the go inside a restaurant in
lines right, at least he could keep Chinatown, Edwin Starr's "War"
the powder off his nose, and at comes on the car radio. Chan, in his
most, give the audience some real best broken-English begins to sing
action. Which is precisely what he along, much to the comedy of
Tucker, as well as the audience.
did.
The film centers around the two Tucker begins to phonetically
leads, LAPD officer James Carter, instruct Chan how to properly sing
played by Tucker and Chinese the urban 70's classic. "Waw, what is
super-cop, detective inspector Lee,. it good faw? Absolutely Nuthin'."
played by Chan. Lee is called in "Faw." Tucker says, with an extra
when a Chinese consul's daughter eye-bulge for effect. As the song
is kidnapped and the FBI hires plays on, Chan attempts to showCarter to "babysit" Lee so he does Tucker some of' his martial arts
not get in their way. The film's plot moves, which Tucker flubs perfectis a predictable buddy-cop scenario ly, pointing guns at himself and
seen many times (Lethal Weapon, contorting his arms looking less
48 Hours, etc.) where the two cops like himself and more like Bruce
argue and dispute for the first twen- Lee on acid. The scene is so memoty minutes and then grow to be rable that Ratner brings the song
friends by the end of the movie. back again in the film to set up the
Fortunately, neither the comedy most entertaining part of the entire
nor the action ends with the diffu- movie, the outtakes during the
sion of the internal conflict credits.
Finally, the movie, and especialbetween Carter and Lee, itfJnly gets
ly its apparent box office success is,
stronger.
staff writer

in my mind, a crowning achievement in the Hollywood industry. In
a business that has traditionally
been dominated by WASP busi-

nessmen and years of all-white
Oscar winners, it is extremely
encouraging to witness the apparent success of Chan and Tucker in

Rush Hour. Furthermore, it is
relieving that Hollywood has found
a way to make a successful movie
that pokes fun at some society's
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When you embark on an exciting new career with F$G, you'll already be miles ahead of the
rest - and headed full steam ahead toward success, we're the IT division of Federated Department
Stores, Inc. (Macy's, Bloomingdalc's, Rich's, Burdlnes and more), a $15.6 billion corporation
with over 400 department and specialty stores in 36 states. Within our environment, you'll
enjoy high visibility, hot technology, amazing resources and a comprehensive
training program specifically designed around your career track. It all starts
right here, right now at FSG.
Federated Systems Group Is Coming To Campus!
Sign up for On-Campus Interviews at the Career
Placement Center.
On-Campus Interviews will be held November 13th!
All Majors Welcome!
Computer Science, MIS, CIS, Information Technology and
Computer Engineering students encouraged to attend!
Accessible suburban campus, casual dress, fitness center, on-slte
professional learning center, merchandise discount (Rich's), tuition
reimbursement, walking/Jogging trails, restaurant and numerous
employee and community activities!
Get your future off to a running start at FSG. We offer a competitive
salary and benefits package. If you're unable to schedule an
on-campus interview, please forward your resume to: Federated
Systems Group, Ann: College Recruiter, 6801 Governors Lake
Pkwy., BIdg. 200, Norcross, GA 30071. Fax: (770) 246-5015.
E-mail: FSGJOBSeFDS.com (Subject: College Programs). We are an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

www.federated-FDS.com
Still have some tine before graduation? Keep • lookout for
information about our exciting internship opportunities!
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WALKER COURSF
OLLMSON

UNIVERSITY

Play golf where the tigers play!!!

Clemson Student Specials
Student Golf Pass - $250 for the entire semester
includes unlimited greens fees Monday - Friday
and after 12:00 on weekends and holidays.
Gameday Kickoff Special- any home football game day
tee off any time after kickoff, pay the student greens fee
and get a cart free!!
Student Rates- Special rates are available for students
Monday - Friday and after 3:00 on holidays and weekends.
Call the Golf Shop for more details or to
make a starting time reservation
up to 3 days in advance....

656-0236
HIII-YAAA: Jackie Chan and Chris Tuckerflex their movie muscle in the
ti+lt.va<vaa.-£vJt\A %*.**-■
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MusicReviews
Ratings
$&$$$ Excellent
$$$$ Pretty good
$$$ Fair
v«& Barely adequate
v It sucks

Candlebox

Happy Pills
Maverick

$#$$
In the early 1990s, just as the
soulful pop-rock daddies like
Michael Bolton and Boys II Men catapulted their way onto the charts
with those wretchingly mushy ballads, a little-known rock group
with the quirky name of
Candlebox was jammin' the trendiest of airwaves with its self-titled
Maverick debut, which sold over
four million copies in the U.S. alone.
With lyrics like "Friends will
come and watch you tumble to the
ground/ They watch you suffer/
Hold you down" on their hit "Far
Behind" to "Colors bleed to red/ As I
kiss your face/ Want to tell you I
love you, everyday...It's all on my
own" on "Blossom" fans and critics
alike knew that the group's combination of soulful and honest lyrics
with the rock edge would ensure
the 1993's album a spot on the
charts.
Fans were hooked on their
unique sound, which actually
raised concerns when the concept
for their new release, Happy Pills,
was put in motion because of the
change both professionally and
personally that the group was
experiencing which influenced
their new sound.
Part of that change was generated by the influence of the new
drummer, Dave Krusen-best

known as the drummer for Pearl
Jam on Ten-who joined the band
last year after the departure of Scott
Mercado.
"He [Krusen] came in and made
everybody comfortable with their
ability. He contributes in every way,
as a musician and as a person."
With new ways of thinking
came change. "I do think Happy
Pills is a lot different," singer Kevin
Martin admits. "I think the coolest
difference is the energy on the
album. The beauty of the songs, the
different styles."
The energy on this CD is true to
Candlebox form, but perhaps the
most apparent element that differs
from their '93 album to Happy Pills
is the depth and quality of lyrics.
The album's 12 rather intimate cuts
all but bare Martin's soul as they
explore matter-of-factly the truths
and heartaches of human relationships, needs and desires.
The granddaddy of all the cuts
in terms of lyrical genius has got to
belong to track 4, "It's Alright."
Martin's voice resounds painfully, "I
got lost some time ago/ Lost in your
song, your touch/ Your smile and
where I want to grow old/ And you
glimmer and gleam like a blondwashed hair from an Ocean-side
domain/ Drifting into me/1 found
myself again." Aside from quoting
the entire song, trust me that this,
all you twisted romantic headthrashers, is the pinnacle of a sordid
love affair between rock and
romance.
Stripping away the words, the
instrumentals carry the songs just
as well. Energy does eminate from
virtually every track on this CD,
especially on the very first cut, entitled "10,000 Horses."
A cool lead-in to establish their
spankin' new sound, this track
incorporates smooth rhythms that
seem to sway the listener, not just
rock in jabs and heavy rifts. Part of
the allure to the introductory tune
is the easiness and flow that the listener can actually feel. Predictable,
yes, but it seems to just fit the whole
song. Just don't get the idea that an
easy beat means easy listening,
nothing could be farther from the
truth.
The change in Candlebox is
progressive, the lyrics raw and
unbelieveably honest, and the risk
the band is taking in the name of
change makes this long-anticipated CD a goldmine.
-Todd Allen
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Jude
No One Is Really Beautiful

OCTOBER

lem is that the songs are not very
good and don't really catch the listener's ear at all. And in my opinion
good songs are essential to making
it in the music industry. The only
thing that is different between
Jude's ending to the story and the
TV's end to the story is that the
band on TV would have made a
good record and became famous.
Jude's record is not good and won't
be famous.
-Elliott Southard

Maverick

$««
Jude's story of making music
fits the mold of a kind of story that
you would see on TV about someone who makes it big in music. He
grew up in a musical family and
learned to sing from his dad. Then
one day he packed his car and left
Charleston, SC. for the West Coast.
There he worked several different
jobs making just enough money to
get by so that one day his music
would be discovered. And as the
storybook ending goes, Jude was
discovered by one of his customers
at a computer store where he was
working at the time, who loaned
him some money to make a demo
tape. Yada yada yada and here he is
now with his debut album, No One
Is Really Beautiful.
Jude has a very wide range of
sound on this album. "You Mama
You" is a folk rock song with an
overly mellow feel to it. There is also
a bit of pop evident in "I'm Sorry
Now" and "I Do." There also songs
on the album with a harder edge to
them like "Charlie Says" and "Rick
James." Some of you might have
already heard of Jude. Track number 9, "I Know" also appeared on the
multi-platinum City Of Angels
soundtrack.
Jude is talented in that he is able
to create songs that are very different from each other. The only prob-

The Samples
Here and Somewhere Else
What Are Records?

•£*«

{»«*«»«

"I drank the water from the
wishing well," (track 1 "We All
Move On") and my wish came true
in the form of the Samples. The
Samples is not a band that hits you
with its noise or hype. Their tight
musical sound and subtle rhythmical balance is a refreshing change
from all those bands that think
they must be loud or absurd to get
recognized.
The Samples' music isn't in your
face, rather it draws the audience in
like a good friend and then just lets
them hang around.
Finally here's a band that is so
good that they can complete all
aspects of a song. Both the lyrics
and__ the music are impeccable.
Everyone can relate to these songs
and catchy melodies that constantly run through your head and over

2,1998

your lips all day.
Capable of a strong vibrant pop
rock sound, don't expect this kind
of electricity from the Samples' latest CD release Here and Somewhere
Else.
Here and Somewhere Else is
composed of 12 ballads, softly sung
melodies with a crisp yet mellow
musical rhythm dancing in the
background accompanied by brutally honest lyrics which open up
old wounds but then begin the
healing process. This CD is definitely for those who are falling in or out
of love.
For those who want to chase
that heartbreak away, track 2,
"Anymore," is your ticket. Lyrics
like "Erased all the numbers and
addresses and all the memories of
you/ I don't care about you anymore/ I don't think about you anymore / I don't call about you anymore / I don't dream about you
anymore" can make anyone forget
their sorrow. Track 3, "Hypocrite
(Another World)," adds a cosmic
twist (if you will) to the music.
"Hypocrite" has a great deal of Pink
Floyd's Dark Side of The Moon similarities. Track 4, "Here And
Somewhere Else,"and track 5,
"Losing End Of Distance," made me
feel like I was listening to songs
sung and performed by the great
Tom Petty.
Track 10, "Going Through
Changes," states, "We're going
through changes...a million miles
out there I think I see our face."
If this is how The Samples feel
about their music, and this CD is
only a part of the evolutionary
process of The Samples' sound, I
can't wait to see the finished product.
Here and Somewhere Else is an
incredible CD that should not only
be listened to here and somewhere
else but everywhere.
—Todd Allen
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Soup
Breakdown
Crunch Groove Records

You know how people say
chicken soup cures a cold? Well, the
band Soup cures all your ailments.
The acoustic groove rock is reminiscent of Sister Hazel and Hootie and
the Blowfish. However, don't expect
to find the same powerful lyrics in
Soup found with the two bands just
mentioned. What you should find
is an enthusiastic, smooth groove
that dabbles in accordion and harmonic ditties. Soup is a feel-good
band.
The band is comprised of Bram
Bessoff (drums and percussion),
Andrew MarGoliu (accordion, harp
and vocals), Erik Rowen (rhythm
guitar and vocalsj, Kevin Crow
(lead guitar and vocals) and Lee
Adkins (bass guitar and vocals).
Based out of Atlanta, the group has
begun to make a name for themselves through their smile-forcing
music and their crazy antics
onstage. Don't be surprised if Soup
shows up onstage all dressed in
leisure suits or ex-presidents' garb.
With America eating up the
bluegrass sounds of Hootie and the
Blowfish as well as Blues Travelers,
there is no doubt in my mind that
Soup will serve up a musical delicacy that will tempt even the "Soup
Nazi's" delicate taste buds. Soup
will fit nicely into the crevice in
which all the other acoustic bands
have fallen.
If you think that last line was
cynical, you are right. The only
problem I have with this genre of
music is that it seems like everyone
is doing it and it all sounds the
same. Soup's songs are great, but
there isn't one of them that could
propel the band into the lime light.
If Soup could find a unique tune or
lyric, they would instantly jump
past their opening band sound.
Don't get me wrong, Soup is a
comfortable, safe band who anyone
would like to hear jam all night.
The recipe that the band uses for
their new CD, Brea Mown, is easy on
the palate and gentle on the ears. So
for the most part, my compliments
to the chef. The Soup was mmmm,
mmmm good!
-Todd Allen

Goo Goo Dolls

Dizzy Up The Girl
Warner Brothers

Buckle up fans because if you
don't the decibels might blow you
off the freakin' couch. I made the
mistake of throwing in the latest
CD release from the Goo Goo Dolls
Dizzy Up The Girl without being
properly strapped in. Track 1,
"Dizzy" knocked me off my feet and
onto my back.
The band instantly grabs the
listening audience's attention by
their power-pop rhythm.
Dizzy Up The Girl resonates
with graceful power that combines
the bands lushly-orchestrated ballads, introspective lyrics and all out
jam till we die attitude perfectly.
The aggressive atmosphere is still
prolific in the music but it is tempered by finesse. This has allowed
for all the band members personal-

ities to gel as a cohesive whole.
Track 5, "Black Balloon" is a perfect
example of this tempered fury. The
beat still keeps you tapping your
toes but the lyrics and the sound in
general has become more mature.
The world saw glimpses of the
Goo Goo Doll's maturity in the song
"Iris" (Track 11). "Iris" was made
popular off the soundtrack for the
film City 0/ Angels. Who will ever
forget those heartfelt lyrics "And I'd
give up forever to touch you but I
know that you feel me somehow ...
And I don't want the world to see
me cause I don't think that they'd
understand / When everything is
made to be broken I just want you
to know who I am."
The world now knows who the
Goo Goo Dolls are and will for a
long time coming. I usually judge a
CD as being good if it has four or
five songs that I like. Well, Dizzy
Up The Girl is jammed packed with
great tracks.
The Goo Goo Dolls are on a collision course to greatness, so buy
your boarding pass and get on
board.

WOLFE
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Hartmann, Chip Egan (lighting), Thorn Seymour Jr. (sound) and
Vandy Wood (costumes) form the

design team. Other notables are
assistant director Jason Berry and
stage manager Jim Rasheed.
Proceeds from Thursday night's
performance will be donated to the
Wolfe Foundation. Over the summer, Thomas Wolfe's house burned

PAGE

down
during
renovations.
Fortunately, all important books
and papers had been removed.
"Look Homeward, Angel" runs
Oct 1-3 at 8 p.m. and Oct. 4 at 3 p.m.
Tickets are only $2 for students.
Call 656-RSVP for tickets.

Alarming Opportunity
Advantage Alarm Systems is now forming a
promotional team in the area. Flexible hours.
No experience necessary. Great job for
students, 30 to 40 Hours per week. Apply in
person 4126 Clemson Blvd. Suite IB,
Anderson, SC (864) 225-8444.

-Todd Allen

PIZZA
,

irllHt Jl
Better Ingredients
Better Pizza
Clemson • 501 College Ave.
653-7272
■.

A-/

■

Proud Supporter of Clemson Athletics.
ybufffincf us at every dome game for
football, 6asf{et6d[, and volleyball "We
have Seen sponsoring Clemson atfiletics for
five great years now. Here's to anotder!

$099

1-14"- Cheese
or
2-10"- Cheese $■
Late Night Specials

Expires 12/31/98. Not valid with any other offer. Valid only at participating
locations.Customer pays all applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

Lunch Special
One small Two Toppings
&Two 12oz. Cans of

"^

Tuesday
$
Night Special
One Large
One Topping
Carryout Only • Tuesday Only

Valid after 10 pm

$

Coca-Cola classic

or
One Large Two Toppings
& Two 12oz. Cans of
Coca-Cola classic
Expires 12/31/98. Not valid with any other offer. Valid only at participating
locations.Customer pays all applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

Expires 12/31/98. Not valid with any other offer. Valid only at participating
locations.Customer pays all applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

Dinner
For Two

11

$■

One Large
One Topping
& Cheesesticks
Expires 12/31/98. Not valid with any other offer. Valid only at participating
locations.Customer pays all applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra.
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What'sHap
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2
• The Drovers at Tiger
Town Tavern. 10 p.m.
• Earle St. at Sardi's
Den. 10:30 p.m.
• Deacon Brody w/
Ode To Abbey at
Flashbacks. 10 p.m.
• Jocassee at McP's.
10 p.m.
• Blue Sharks at
Backstreets. 10 p.m.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3
• Almost Steve and
Five Way Friday at the
Handlebar. 9:30 p.m.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 5
• Dot Matrix, the
Scaries, Ostinato Grove
at the Wired Cafe. 8pm.
WED., OCTOBER 7
• Rich w/ Niel Brooks
and Jason Schumacher
at Tiger Town Tavern.
10:30 p.m.
• Gran Torino at the
Handlebar. 9:30 p.m.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8
• Dick Day at
Explorer's. 11 p.m.
• Jump, Little Children
w/ Day room at Tiger
Town Tavern. 10 p.m.
• Jocassee at McP's.
10 p.m.
• Uncle Mingo w/
Sourwood Honey at the
Handlebar. 9:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9
• Hard Luck Hill at
McP's. 10 p.m.
• Sourwood Honey at
Flashbacks. 10 p.m.
• Flywater at
Explorer's. 11 p.m.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10
• Hard Luck Hill at
McP's. 10 p.m.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15
• Chronic at
Backstreets. 10 p.m.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16
• Southern Tradition at
McP's. 10 p.m.
• Pleasantdales w/
Soul Question at
Flashbacks. 10 p.m.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17
• The Samples at the
Handlebar. 9:30 p.m.
• Southern Tradition at
McP's. 10 p.m.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23
• Mountain Express
Band at Flashbacks. 10
p.m.
• The Oath at McP's.
10 p.m.
• Albert Hill w/ The
Marvelous 3 at the
Handlebar. 9:30 p.m.

Ho HO
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22)
You may not realize it, but you
are an incredibly hard person to
buy presents for. So don't be surprised if when your birthday
comes around soon, you get a lot of
"interesting" presents from your
friends. Sure, some may choose to
go the easy route and give you stuff
you need, like money, a car, food, or
a prostitute, but don't be surprised
if you also get something a little
more exotic like, say a giant metallic tiger with glowing orange eyes.
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov. 21)
You need to watch who you listen to a little more carefully from
now on. Recently, you've been taking everyone at their word, and
you've been left out in the cold. Is it
that you want to believe that people are generally honest and looking out for your best interests? Are
you really that dumb? Once you
realize what slimy bastards people
really are, you can finally begin to
take charge of your life, and start
using people just like everyone else.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec 21)
Everything this past week
seems to be going wrong for you.
Well, chances are it's not just a case
of bad luck. You have obviously
done something to anger Farcal,
the god of horrible misfortune.
Maybe you won some money in

RICHIE RICH: This crowd pleaser will play at Tiger Town Tavern on Wednesday.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24
• The Oath at McP's
10 p.m.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30
• Selma Raid at

one else once in a while. That alter
with all those candles and goat's
blood in you closet is probably not
too healthy either.
the lottery, or did a bit too well on
that physics test last week.
Whatever it was, you need to start
begging forgiveness soon, before
it's too late. Start by offering gifts to
Farcal in the form of radishes left
under your bed each night. If that
doesn't work, you may have to take
more drastic measures, like actually working a little harder for what
you want.
Capricorn (Dec 22 -Jan. 19)
So, you got a fifty on your first
chemistry test and you haven't
turned in an English assignment
in over a week. So what? Why do
you always have to be such a perfectionist? It's high time that you
wised up and joined the rest of us
in the ranks of the mediocre. Sure,
if you kill yourself studying all day
and take horrible course loads, you
may graduate earlier and with a
higher GPA, but just think of all
the things you're missing out on,
like the exciting Clemson night
life.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
You have some serious issues.
Not only do you insist on being the
center of attention all the time, but
you seldom listen to anyone's opinion rather than your own. You talk
and talk and talk and never once
consider that you could learn
something from listening to some-

Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20)
I know you think you may have
what it takes to become an artist,
but I assure you this is not the case.
It's great that you can amuse yourself with little drawings, but I
wouldn't recommend showing
these drawings to anyone. Ever. In
fact, you should probably keep
them locked away somewhere to
ensure no one ever sees them. Not
so much because they are bad, but
if anyone ever saw them, they
would definitely realize what a
complete wacko you are.
Aries (March 21 - April 19)
It would appear that you have
suddenly come into a lot of money
recently. There are probably a few
things you have considered doing
with this money, but let me give
you some suggestions. First off,
you should pay off all those gambling debts you owe. You should
also consider getting a maid, since
the floor of your apartment is getting difficult to see. Then, whatever money you have left should
obviously be used to buy extravagant gifts for your loving and supportive friends.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
Your recent relationship problems may be attributed to the fact
that you are very indecisive. How

Edgar's. 10 p.m.
• Centerline at McP's.
10 p.m.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6
• Dirt Circus at McP's.
10 p.m.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31
• Centerline at McP's.
10 p.m.

SATURDAY, NOV. 7
• Dirt Circus at McP's.
10 p.m.

can you expect other people to
know what you want when you
don't know yourself? When you
send mixed messages to people,
they get confused as to what you
want from them. But remember,
when in doubt, act like a bitch or
start ignoring the person in question. Capitalizing on other people's
insecurities is a sure way to make
you feel more secure about yourself.
Gemini (May 21 -June 20)
An exciting opportunity has
opened itself up over the past few
weeks. Maybe it's a new love interest, or perhaps even an interesting
short course in modern sidewalk
painting. But whatever it is, be sure
to take advantage of it while you're
still interested, because it won't be
long before the drudgery of everyday life will once again take its toll
on you, rendering you lazy, apathetic and generally bored.
Cancer (June 21 -July 22)
Your lack of assertiveness is
getting to be a real problem. Not
only for you, who can never seem
to convey the point you wish to
convey, but also for those around
you who are never sure of what
your responses mean. For example,
when someone asks you to do
something you don't want to do,
there's no sense in saying, "I'll think
about it," when what you really
mean is "I would rather have my
eyeballs gouged out with burning
fondue forks than do anything

with you." I think you'll find that
people will appreciate your honesty, and even if they don't, who
cares?
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Don't you hate it when you go
somewhere and realize that you
don't have something that you
need? Whether it be something
small like a toothbrush, or something important like your term
paper, it's still a real hassle to have
to go back home and get whatever
it is you forgot. That's why everyone should buy and live in motor
homes. Not the ones on lots, but
real Winnebago' type motor
homes. That way, when you drive
somewhere, you have everything
with you that you could possibly
need. Just think, you'll never be
stuck without a blender again.
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept 22)
Lately you've been feeling like
you have way too much time on
your hands. I propose the following: everyone who feels like they
have too much time can put their
free time into a big pot, called the
"Time Hole." Then, all of us who
are unhealthily busy can go to the
"Time Hole" and take what we
need. That way, everyone can find
just the right amount of time for
their own personal needs. Or, we
could all just stop whining and
learn to manage our time a little
more efficiently. But I like the
"Time Hole" idea better.
-Stars Read by Q.T. ttaro

